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VOLUME 3j£-NUMBEK26

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THUkSDAY, JUNE

27, 1957

EIGHT EAGE$— NIC! TEN CENTS

$7S Fine and 10 Days

Coun^ Board

Given on Speed Count

Again Discusses

Mrs Kathryn Simpson,

City Tax

-

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)
39, of 5289
136ui Ave., Holland, pleaded guilty
betore Justice Lawrence DeWitt
Tuesday afternoon to a charge of
speeding. She was sentencedto
pay |75 fine, 34.90 coats and serve
10 days in the county jail It is

NewjalNeeds
Inipeckor Belie?es
Year, Year'and Half
Might Be Allowed

GRAND HAVEN

19 Cents Under
Levy Last Year
Tax Rate Lower Bat

reportedMrs. Simpson has had
nine previous traffic violations.
Mrs. Simpson was arrested by
Grand Haven city police at 10:10

p.m. Sunday

Relocation of M-40
Discussed at Meet

Rate

Total Levy Higher

Dae

To Increased Valuation

on Beacon Blvd.,

Tentatire Plans

Several Cases

The tax rate in Holland city
her car and thin summer will be 19 cents less

(Special)
south of the city limits, after they
jail for Ottawa

Nee4s tor a new
had given chase to
county again were discussed by clocked her at driving 96 ihlles
per 31.000 assessed valuation than
the Board of Supervisors Tuesday.
an hour in a 50-milezone.
last year.
Roy Lowing*of Georgetowntown
ship said needs were fully dis
City Assessor WiUiam Koop Is
cussed at the April session by Inbusy preparing tax bills which are
spector 'WUHam H. Nestle but Holland
In Local
expected to be in the mail by
nothing bad developed in the
Mrs. Chris A. De Young
July 1. Totals tax rate this year
meantime..
rfSeveral cases were processed to
la 335.11 per 31,000 assessed valMunicipal Court the last few days.
William L Kennedy of Allenuation or 19 ceats under the 1956
Charles Rue, of 107 North Second,
dale township said there must be
tax rate of 335.30.
Mrs.
Grand Haven, waived examination
improvemMfe and changes and
But while the tax rate is slightly
that standardsroust meet state
on
charge of disposing of
lower, the tojal tax levy will be
mortgaged property tod was bound
demairas. One requirement 1 s
slightly higher because of an Insegr^gattotT of first offenders from
over to Circuit Court to appear
crease In total assessed valuahaniined criminals and another is
June 24 Bond of 3200 was not
P.
T. Cheff, president and gen- tion. Total tax levy this year is
maximum security for problem
furnished.The alleged offense ineral manager of Holland Furnace 31*140,146.29, compared with 31,prisoners. Other needed improve*
volved a car which had a chattel
ments list more office space, Company, today announced the 098,767.19last year. The largest Instructor,
mortgage.
formation
of the Heating Acceproom for issuing operator’s licenshare of the 3U40,146.29will
Edward Hettinga, East Eighth
tance Corporation a subsidiary of
ces, space for files and records,
trickle Into the city treasurer's Mrs. Chris A. De Young, nee St. pleaded guilty to violation of
and permanent space for perma- the Holland Furnace Company.
office before the deadline Aug. 15. Marion Van Drezer, former Hol- the produce law and paid fine and
The corporationwill have head
nent records.
Penalty for tardinessis 2 percent land resident, died early this morn- costs of 323.90. The alleged offenses
Recommendations call for ,ac- quarters in Holland and will op- until Sept. 10 and thereafterit is ing at the Brokaw Hospital in involved failure to have name and
erate on a nation-wide basis. It
, comomdations for 40 prisoners at
Normal, 111., after a six months address of packer on strawberries
6 percent.
an average cost of ?6,500 per has been properly registered un- Holland's 1357 tax rate of 335.11 Illness.
and selling cantaloupes which had
der the laws of the various states
prisoner.Kennedy said Nestle had
Born in Holland on Aug. 6. 1896, not been marked for grading.
and has been granted a contract per 31,000 assessed valuation is
been informed of the present fiMrs. De Young was graduated Phil Oppenhulzen, 24, Grand Rapof insurance through FHA to 4ct broken down as follows:city debt
nancial status of the county and
from Holland High School and ids. also paid 323.90 on a charge
service,
32.12
per
31.000
raising
as a lending institution to Home
the state has indicated that perfrom Hope College with highest of violatingthe produce law. The
Owners
on Title 1 Home Improve- 368,612.50; city general tax, 312.58
haps a year or a year and
honors. She took graduate work at alleged, offense involved cantaraising
3408,654.53;
school
operament Paper.
half might be allowed.
It will also handle Home Im ting tax, 314.16 raising 3460,000; the University of Wisconsinand loupes which were not graded.
Henry Slaughter of Tallmadge provement Paper on its own plan. school special voted, 36.2 raising Columbia University. She taught Calvin Rose, 17, of 179 West
at Grandville, Ypsilanti and Hol- 19th St., pleaded guilty to a charge
township asked why prisonerscanCheff advised that potentialHol- 3202,879.26.
not be segregated by putting land customers In' certain areas These taxes are levied on a total land High Schools before joining of obscene and immoral conduct
some on the first floor and others in the Country are not able to assessed valuationfor Holland city the Hope College faculty In 1924 on a public beach and will return
on the second. He said there also purchase Holland equipment on the of 332,494,115. This lists 323,400,890 where she taught French and Latin July 1 for sentence.
is a basement where the kitchen installment plan at this time due
Wiley E. Bean, 21, route 4, Lansin real estate and 39,093,225In for five years.
used to be. Chairman Martin to the "tight money” situation, and personal property.
She married Chris A. De Young, ing, paid fine and costs of 334.90

,

CaD

for

limited

Are Processed

Furnace

Access

to

US-31

Court

V

Company Forms

Grid* Separation
At M-21 Junction

DeYoung,

Aim Explained

a

New Subsidiary

Tentative relocationof M-40 to

Former College

the Holland area to terminate at
the

US41

bypass at 32nd St with

proper access points was discussed

Dies

at a meeting of Ottawa and Alle-

gan representatives Thursday in
the Grand Rapids district office
of the Michigan State Highway
Department.
Holland city was represented by
City Manager Herb Holt City En-

TAKING A REST—

Copt. T. T. Connolly of Hko Unltid Statu

Navv, who has visitedmost countries during his 24 years witfc
the Navy, discusses his experiences with Axhor Ali Khan of
Sentinel. Copt. Connolly found U.S. citixens

abroad now than during

ir

more

The

popular

his oround-the-world trip in 1948.

gineer Laverne Seme arid Mrs.
William G. Winter, Jr., of the
Plamlnr Commission. Others present were George Van Koevertag of
Zeeland. John Hen of. Fillmore,
Walter Vander Hear and John Van
Appledorn of Holland township,
Ottawa County Engineer Hank
Stafaeth,Allegan County Engineer
Homer Ward and Planning^. Consultants Scott Bagby and Robert
,

(SentiW photo)
then superintendent of schools in on e charge of providing liquor to
The meeting was conducted by
Zeeland, in 1927. Dr. De Young a minor.
E.A. Bellenbaum, tedstant to toe
is presentlyprofessorof educationLouis Eggleston, r., 20, Grand
chief engineer of toe highway deal administration at Illinois State R-ipids, pleaded guilty to a charge
partment Also present were Route
Normal University, in Normal, of furnishingbeer to a minor. He
John Meyer and f. J.
where he has been affiliated since will return for sentence July 1.
1934
John J. Hosts, of 4365 60th Ave
State engineersMao
Always active in religiousand paid fine and costs of 319.70 on a
tentativeplane for
r -uiuiig
making
community affairs, Mrs. De Young charge of throwing an empty bottle
a controlledaecegs
a. highway*.
l
With
was presidentof the YWCA during In the street.
rot plsces — tha
her college years. In Normal she
Helen Smith, 47, of 110 East A prominent officer of the United crew of 3,500 men. The Hornet li accesa points in throe
and M4L Util
was the first women elder elected Eighth St., pleaded guilty Thurs- States Navy is currently "sta- an aircraft carrier of the "attackto that office in the Presbyterian day to a charge of malicious de- tioned" at 1717 South Shore Dr.
ing” type, one of the 15 of Its
Church, where she also was presi- structionof property and will retype the Navy has. The other 10
having a month-long respite from
dent of the Women's Association turn for sentence June 29. Mrs.
aircraftcarrier* are the anti-subhis duty which, last year alone,
northbound,traffic could leave thn
Sheldon should be back on the
marine type. .
and a Sunday School Teacher. Smith allegedly battered down a
took him 100,000 miles around the
tax roll in the near future.ReenIr. the community she was
The captain is lookingforward to bypass but allowing
door in an apartment house, cut
ders said lots of school districts Fire Chiefs
member of the Idlers Club, Nor- the screen and proceededto put world, delivering jet plane* to his new work. "It would be very to tha highway. The __
America'sallies.
tersectionis generally considered
are suffering because such land
exciting. Our air operationswould
mal History Club, Longfellow Club newspapers under the door and
Here, reclining on a chair, C&pt.
too dote to the M-21 junction|a»
is not on the tax rolls, Chris
start from before sunrise and will
and was President of the Univer- ignited them. The alleged offense
HoflarKTs National Guard Com
Thomas Francis Connolly, 47, can continuetill long after sunset, wHh
Fendt of Port Sheldon township
sity
Faculty
Women’s
Club.
Duroccurred
June
18.
pany D will Jaut tor summer
in
talk for hours, vividly describing
pointed out that Port SffcMon has
camp at Grayling on Saturday, ing World War II she did volun- Appearing on traffic charges his work and impressions of far- 100 planes flying, taking off, land- Maplewood school area, t psdeamore such land than any other
ing. It will be very chaQengfng
teer work with the American Red were Charles Thomas Beard, of 432
off lands. In his 24 years with
township and it forces quite a
The annual Michigan Fire Chiefs Aug 10.
and interesting.
Cross.
Central Ave., right of way, 315
Most
of
the
144
enlisted
men
and
the Navy, he has been to almost
hardship on tW taxpayers.
convention win be held in Holland
"The assignmentwill probably
Internationallyshe had accom- suspended after traffic school; WalA resoltukm was adopted in con- July 15-17, at the Warm Friends 6 officers will make the trip in panied her husband twice around ter Vander Wall, of 81 East 32nd all parts of the world, except the last a year to 18 months. I will Ordinary Lincoln Ave. traffic
commercial
buses.
Soviet
Union
and
South
America.
would feed litto the newly designed
nection with the Bankhead-JonesTavern, Gerald Helder, Tavern
The reat win move an estimated the world and on several trips to St., speeding 36 in 25, 313; Fred- It is a work which the captain, have then completed two and a M-40 route at 4hs 32nd It Access.
tenant act on lands present dor- manager, said today. About 300
half years of sea duty. I will probEurope. She and her husband erick J. Burdall, Grand Rapids,
mant and not needed for public fire chiefs from all over the state 3130,000worth of military equip- were short term missionaries to
Tentative plana onfl tor closing:tha
one of the youngest In the Navy, ably be assigned inland, but
right of way to through traffic,
ment
north
to
the
camp,
including
purposes. Copies will be forward- aiv expected to attend.
calls "very gratifying, very Inter- don’t really know.
24th St route at tha bypass/
Pakistan under the Board of For- 312; Judith Ann Huliman, of 315
ed to the agriculturalcommittee The program will include lec- nine trucks of assorted sizes, a
esting, and very challenging.”But
“My wife would be a lot hap- Engineers made it dear that no
eign Missions of the Presbyterian West 12th St., improper right turn,
of the U.S House of Representa- tures on firemen’s duties in the 105 mm. recoilless piece, a 75 mm.
It is also a work that keeps him
plana have been made which road
pier if I stayed home all the time.
Church in 1955. She was a friend 312.
tives and to all representativesevent of an atomic attack, aircraft recoilless, four heavy mortars, 10
away
a
great deal from his wife, But she doesn’t complain. We’ve goes over ths other in any of the
of foreign students and teachers
Jerry Bosch, route 5, assured
and senators of Michigan together and motor vehiclefires, and simi- machine guns, small arms and
grade separations.
and was in demand as a speaker clear distance, 312; Norman W. Margaret,and his children Thom- been married 18 yean. I was home
with a letter urging their support lar emergencies, Alio scheduled la field equipment, according to Sfc
Proper access would be ptomd
as, 13, and Susan, 10. studying at
the first three yean, then was
on internationaland religious sub- Cramer, of 182 East Eighth St.,
of the proposed legislation.‘
Harrington School.In his 18 years
an educational conference on the Ray Naber, administrative supply jects.
gone for three, then home again ed at the UMl junction south of
faulty equipment, 35; Jack Otting,
Clarence Reenders Informed the proper method of home Inspection. and maintenancetechnicial.
of married life, he has been away
Holland with cm route going tato
for three, then went for a year,
Besides her husband, she is sur- of 165 East Fifth St., stop street,
The Holland outfit will be gunboard that three new cabins are Acting Fire Chief Richard Brandt
a total of six.
Holland and tha other bypassing It
then home for three, went again
vived by a sister,Miss Maude 37; S. Larry Jarvis,Grand Rapids,
now available at Camp Pottawat- will be the heat chief this year. ning for the Loveland Aw^rd,
Right now he is relaxing at for a year, and then returned for to the east Wbetbcr ttas will inVan
Drezer of Holland.
speeding
42
in 25, 317; Wayne Multomle and that close to 200 4-H The program will be dedicated to awarded yearly to the most outvolve a grade separation was not
home, catching up on sleep, golf, four.”
Funeral services will be held at der, of 476 Columbia Ave., speedmembers will be using the grounds the memory of Holland's late fire standing, proficientcompany-sized
immediately, determined.
and meeting the family, before he
"Of course, the kids are happy
2 p.m. on Monday at the Dykstra ing 35 in 25, 310; Andre S. Doc us,
for a three-week period this year. chief, Andrew Kkxnparens.
unit. The local unit barely missed
Another important, development
is off once again. Last year, for
when I come back. They like to
Funeral Home where friends may of 84 East 28rd St, speeding 37 to
There are only a few dates left
in highway planning in the Htfland
Instance, he came home three
Plana for the convention were last year by one or two, points, call from 12 noon until the funeral 25, 312.
get presents,too, from abroad.
in August and September that finalized on June 17 by committee Naber said.
area are revised plans for the gentimes, once for 40 hours, and
"Actually, my wife has twin
hour. Burial will be in Pilgrim Earl J. Zoerhof,route 28, Hamilthe camp is not in use. The county members Brandt; Arnold Renner,
Co. D is also In the running for
eral interchange. 4t the junction of
twice for a week each.
slaters,
and
both
of
them
are
marton, speeding 35 in 25, 310; Robert
employespicnic will be held there Deputy Fire Marshall of the state; the Eisenhower Award, which it Home Cemetery.
"Last year I was in command ried to Navy officen too. So we US-31 and M-21 just east of HolPersons wishing to give expres- Allen Uildriks, of 143 Spruce,
Aug. 13. The court house will be William
land. Revised plans ealHor a route
of The Corregidor, a carrier we
Sporrer, Menominee, won in 1953. This is awarded to
all are in the tame boat."
sions of sympathy are requested to speeding 38 in 25, 315; Gabe Lee,
, closed that day and all employes
the
most
outstanding
companyrather doae to the . ejdsting, route
use to transportaircraft to our alMich., who is president of MichiThe Connollys were married in
will join In a day of fun and gan Fire Chiefs Association;Herb sized unit achievingat least 90 per- retrain from sending flowers and o' 399 College, Imprudent speed, lies in Europe, the Middle East,
-an arrangementwhich b agreeGrand
Rapids in 1939 and are toto
make
a
contribution
toward
312
suspended
after
traffic
school;
activities along with supervisors,Holt, city manager; Harry L. cent attendance throughoutthe
able to the Holland township resand the Far East. Some were
scholarship fund being established Gordon Brower, of 170 West Ninth
day celebratingtheir 18th anniver- idents who previously were discounty officers and their families. R'deout, Muskegon Heights, who year and a superior rating In all
training planes we gave to Japan
The board adjourned subject to is secretaryof MFCA, and Helder. inspections and training. Co. D in Mrs. De Young’s name at Hope St., permitting unlicensed person and Iran. Some were F-86 Sabre sary of their marriage.
turbed over proapect* of highways
College where she was graduted to drive, 37; Aurelio Mariquez,
What makes Captain Connolly so coming too dose to desirableresthe call of the chair.
jets we supplied under a mutual
The convention will open with a currently has a 96 percent atten- and served as a teacher.
Interesting to talk to are not only
route 1, no operator’slicense, 310.
identialproperties.The new plan
defense agreement to Pakistan.
memorial service for firemen who dance record.
his travels but the many different
calls for utilizing the two existing
Visiting
days
this
year
will
be
Others
were
our
latest
fighters
we
died in 1956. Renner told commit
things he has done. In 1932 he
bridges over Black River, The
transported to our own forces in
tee members that in 1956, for the Saturday and Sunday, Aug. 17 and Two Persons Injured
was a member of the U. S. Olym- main problem at presentb to route
18
There
will
be
a
meal
for
visiJapan,
Okinawa,
and
other
areas."
first time in the historyof Michipic team in gymnastics.During
In Eighth St. Crash
traffic east out of Holland in built"We delivered aircraft of one
gan fire departments, no firemen tors at noon on Sunday in the
the Second World War he com- up areas In a controlledaccess arkind or the other to Japan, Hawaii,
were killed In the line of duty. He company mess hall.
manded a shore - based bomber rangement,yet allowing access to
Two Dorr residentswere injured
j
Okinawa, Pakistan, Iran, and Gerattributedthis to advanced safety
squadron against Japan. In 1951 he motels, cur lots, garages and other
Thursday afternoon in a three-car
many. We also visited Saudi, Arameasures and modern fire-fighting
became the co-authorof a book on commercialactivity in the immedpileup . on Eighth St., near the
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Bouwi *nd equipment.
ZEELAND (Special)- Zeeland bia, South Africa, Trinidad, and aerobatics.The book is still sell- iate area.
Holland Theater.
England but we did not deliver
The night of July 16, Helder said,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bouws ofing and a second edition came out
Ernestine Lentz, 63, route 1, police were kept busy early this
them any material.
ficially turned over the deed for there will be a banquet at the
Dorr, received a fractured left morning with reports of breaklns "There was one remarkable just this year. "I presented a copy
Holland Heights Par* at 10th St Tavern in honor of conventiondeleof it to the PakistanAir Force
wrist and head cuts. She was a am* attempted breaklns during
thing I noticed. The last time I
in appreciationof their wonderful
and Calvin Ave. in Holland Heights gales. The same day, at noon,
passenger In a car driven by her Wednesday night.
was
on
an
around-the-world
trip
hospitality," he said.
Tony Last, owner of the Zeeto Morris Driesinga, president of there will be a luncheon at The
husband, WiHiam, 67, who sufferCastle for wives of the visiting The annual Fourth of July celeland Hardware Store, reported in 1948, J discerned much bitter- Finally,he said, he did not exthe Holland Heights park and reced facial lacerations.
ness toward the United States. In
fire chiefs.
bration of Drenthe will again be
, reation corporation,
at an informal
Holland police said a truck op- that 3110 had been taken from his Ceylon, for Instance, we saw Com- pect to meet a Pakistani In
Id
The
convention will be rounded held In the Drenthe grove which
ceremony Monday in the Russel
erated by Harold DeJongh, 52, of cash register during the night munist posters dll over the place, Holland. "How did you get here,
of' by a picnic and demonstration is one half mile west of Drenthe.
Bouws home.
214 West 28th St., was double park- There was no sign of forced entry. despite the fact that we have no by boat?" he asked.
the afternoon of July 17 at the A day-long schedule of events is
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
A breaking and entering, was rePresent at the ceremony were
ed at the curb when a car driven
bases or any troublewith Ceylon.
Holland Furnace Company picnic planned to entertainall ages.
After delivering1% hours, a CirMr. and Mrs. Russel Bouws. Mr.
by Norma Hayward, 49, Hazel ported at the Farm Coop on Wash- This time, In the countries I visground. The last time the convencuit Court Jury Tuesday afternoon
Two ball games will be played Park, struck it while swerving to ington St. when it was discovered ited, we were receivedvery warmand Mrs. Richard Bouws, M^ and
tion was held in Holland was in in the morning. At 10 a.m. the
found Jaaon Kraak, 35, of . HI
tha: 20 or 30 bags of grain and
Mrs. Morris Driesinga, Mr. and
avoid another car.
ly.
1954, Helder recalled.
North Centennial St, Zeeland, not
seed
had
been
slashed
open
with
Dnnthe
Junior
team
will
play,
and
Mrs. Harold Hamburg, Mr. and
Lentz, also heading east on
"The place where we enjoyed the
guilty of a charge of felonious asa* 11:30 a.m. the Drenjhe "B"
Mrs. Ray KleklntveM,Mr. and
Eighth St., rammed the rear of a knife. The office also was en- greatest hospitality and cordiality
sault. The alleged offenseoccurred
team. The afternoon program at Hayward’s vehicle. Lentz was giv- tered, but nothing was touched. was Pakistan which we visited
Mrs. Benton Moore, Paul Blaine
In Zeeland April 13 when Kraak
Entrance
was
gained
through
a
1:30
p.m.
will
feature
the
Rev.
and O. S. Cook.
en a tickel for failure to have
last March. Everybodywas thrilled
Mrt. Joyce Burnett, S4. of 2S4
allegedlypointed« loaded shotgun
side door of the mill, leading to
B. Essenburg of Jenison Christian
New equipment recently .inhis car under control.De Jongh
with our visit They entertainedus
East Ninth St, stabbed Mbs
at Sgt Lawrence VWdheer of the
the
grain
chute. So far, nothing
Relumed
Church
as
speaker.
The
stalled in the park includes two
thoroughlyJn our four days. That
was handed tickets for double has been reported stolen.
Dors Bundy, S8, of St'/g East
Zeeland police department who
noveltyitem of the day will be the
sets of horseshoe pits, two sand
country certainlyhas had tremenparking the truck and not havEighth St, with a small paring
had stopped Kraak for having «
The Breaker Oil Station at Washwestern
horse
show
at
3
p.m.
boxes, two picnic tables and a
dous problems. Karachi was a
ing a license plate on it
knife during a quarrel at the
defectivebeadlitfit.
ington and Elm Sts. was the scene
which
will include 13 events for
town of 300,000. Now it has 17 milmonkey bar set Equipment to be
Police est mated damage to the
Bundy apartmentshortly after
Several caaes were processed to
of an attemptedbreakln. A small
all age groups.
Work
on
this
summer’s
paving
lion
people.
Sixty
thousand
are
completed this wekend are two piccars at 3500. The truck was not
1 p.m this afternoon
Municipal Court today.
window
had
been
taken
out,
but
The
three
act
play,
"Mountain
added each year. I think the gov, nic tables, camp stove, drinking program is well under way, and
damaged.
Mrs. Barnett who told poHee
Aubrey Emit. Jr.,- 17, Grand
the building had not been enterCity Engineer Laverne Seme esti- Mumps,” will be presented at 7:30
ernment has done a magnificent she was enraged because Mbs
fountainand pump.
Haven, paid 375 fine and 3430 cotta
ed. Another attempted breaking
p.m.
in the outdoor auditorium.
mates
that
the
West
Shore
ConJob there. We enjoyed our visit to
Paul Blaine, program chairman
after pleading guilty to a charge of
and entering was reported at the Karachi but the American Em- Bundy had been running around
for the corporationannounced structionCo. crew will have the The play is a comedy which spills flOfiOO Sought
with her husband, went to the
racing with another ear at speeds
Quality
Fuel
and
Supply
Co.
at
witn laughter. It Involves an unGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
job
completed
in
about
two
weeks.
bassy
team
there
beat
ua
in
baseplans for a celebrationon the 4th
Bundy apartment and an argu- up to 130 mites an hour. Hb opsuspecting salesgirl who is pushed Suit has been filed in Ottawa Cir- 106 North Elm. Here also a window
The
last
gravel
was
laid
yesterball. They’ve got a very good
of July morning from 9 to 11. Acment started. Bibs Bundy was
erator’s license also was suspenInto control of a bankrupt -and ir- cuit Court by Joy Poelman, ad- was disturbed, but heavy equip- team.
tivities will Include a contest for day and the next stop will be
stabbed in the right arm.
ded for 30 days and he was pin*
ment
behind
it
blocked
entrance.
responsiblehousehold. She clever- ministratrixof the James Marvin
priming.
This
phase
of
the
opera"In Japan we found the people
decorating tricycles, bicycles,and
Bibs Bandy b in good condied on probation to the eoort ter
Zeeland
police
are
continuing
ly
maneuvers
personalities
into
Poelman estate of Wyoming townnot bitter at all against America.
wagons, a peanut hunt for hlldren tion, which involves putting down
tion and probably win not stay
six months. Hb companion will apthe
initial coat of liquid asphalt, agreeable contact by an epidemic ship, seeking 310,000 plus costs their investigation of the incidents. In filet, the people we talked to
and a softballgame. Refreshat the hospital
pear later.
will
start
next
week
on
the
sec- of the mumps. But as one charac- from Willard Berkemp&s and
were grateful to America for the
ments will be furnished.
After the stabbing, both woCbartet J: Smith, 1», Spring
ter
says,
"We
must
not
forget
that
tion of Pine Ave, which runs past
Thomas Caldwell. The suit results Charge Reduced
reforms we instituted. The Japanmen wafted to the police sta- Lake, charged with operating a
the city power plant Work will these are mountain mumps.”
from a fatal accidentJune 12, 1955,
GRAND HAVEN ‘ (Special)
ese are, I think, the most courtetion and Bfiso Bundy was taken
car with a ndtsy muffler, fifth
The play is produced and direct- in which James Marvin Poelman, George F. Wolfgran, 49, of 525 ous people I’ve met, and they are
Judgment Granted
then begin on other city streets
to Holland Hospital by police.
count, was sentenced to serve five
eo
by
a
cast
of
experienced
Iocs]
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- A Included in the paving program.
2%-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Prospect Ave. NE., Grand Rapids, very industrious,too. I saw no
Police said Mrs. Burnett went
days to jail and pity 325 and 32.60
default judgment of 34,514 plus The majority of the new paving amateurs. There is no charge for Marvin G. Poelman, was fatally who was originally charged by evidence of ill will against
to the Bandy apartment with
costa. He was arretted by state
mrse
evems.
331.50 costs has been awarded In will be laid to the southwest secinjured in a car crash involving state police with drunk drivingon America.”
the knife la her hrn and said,
police June IT on US31 to 9&X*
Circuit Court to Raymond Diepen- tion of Holland.
vehicles driven by the two defen- US-16 in Wright township May 15,
The Corregidor last year made
Lake township.
U. S. DistrictAttorney Wendell dants. The child was a guest pas- was found’ guilty by Municipal five trips to Japan, one around the "I’D MU her."
horst, administrator of the estate
Other work on city streetsnow
Mrs. Burnett b the mother of
of Charles . Diepenhont, against in operation includesthe widening A. Miles spoke to the R&pidette senger in the Caldwell car. The Judge Jacob Ponstein in a non- world and one to Europe. A 12,000- (our children, the eldest 11
FOR RENTBussis Brothers Implement Co. of 22nd St and Columbia Ave. Chapter of the National See re tar- accidentoccurred at 24th Ave. and jur> trial Wednesday afternoonof ton ship with a crew of 300, it is years.
of Zeeland. The amount represents around Prospect Park. Seme ex- ies Association Wednesday eveiv Byron Center Rd. In Jamestown recklessdriving. Wolfgran paid 375 one of the four ships engaged in
view *
'
Police are questioningBfr. and
due on a promissory note pects this job will be finished next tog on the subject "The Twin township „ ;
fine ana 327.50 costs followinghis that kind of a work.
Mrs. Burnett
dated March 2, 1952. for 34.600 week. This will be followed by the Enemies of Freedom.” The banconviction. The charge was In another three weeks, Captain
which matured in 90 days. Plaintiff widening of 24th St. between Cen- quet wa- held at the Chalet in
The PlanningCommission will changed from drunk driving to Connolly will get another assign- Mr. and Mrs. Ralpfa Dokter
sought judgment of 33.600 plus In- tral Ave. and State St These two
The Rapidette Chapter meet Monday. July 1. at 4 p.m. reckless driving previous to trial ment He win assume command of
terest of 3914 for Sept 26, 1953, sections will then be resurfaced as
secretaries from Grand in the council chambers In City He had pleaded not guilty May the USS Hornet, a much larger
plus coats.
soon as
^
Hall.
May 16, 1957.
ship than The Corregidor, with a Their address is 381 N. W. 17th St
Boon, former member of the sher- this corporation is designed to aliff’s committee, said, "No matter leviate that situation.
how we look at it and no matter
He also indicatedthat this subhow we excuse ourselves we need sidiary should be a profitableada new jhfl."
junct to the Holland Furnace Com
Lowing moved that the report pany after It has been In opera’be received and piaced on file tion a reasonable length of time.
after Kennedy said remodeling the
Officers of the corporation are:
present structure or adding to
President,P. T. Cheff; vice presiwas out of the question.
dent, B. J. Staal; secretary,O. A.
Clarence Reenders of Grand Vanden Dooren; treasurerand genHaven township said the Air Force eral manager, Robert Lackey. The
has lifted its claim on some pro- officers are all residents of the Holperty listed for Land Utilization land area.
and that 500 to 600 acres in Port

W9

Total assessed valuation in 1956
was 331,150,220with real estate
listing 322,994,095 and personal property 38,156,125. Hie 1956 tax rate
of 335.30 was broken down as follows: city debt service 31.13 or
335,000; city general tax, 313.60 or
3423,378.38; school operating, 314.29 or 3445,000 school specialvoted,
36.28 or 3195,388.81.
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Rites

WferdaJoMgas

County Board

Record Victories

Obys More Time

In Softball

Play

GRAND HAVEN-

Game

Memorial Chapel

(Special)

-

time discussinga sRe for a branch
tied

county building in Holland area,
but left It up to the spedlalcom-

for first place and Mobilgas Dealers won their third straightgame

mittee appointed by Holland’s
City Council Saturday morning,
and the buildings and grounds
committee of the board to submit
a report later. No time limit was
*et, but there was emphasis pn

in City League softball action

Monday night at Van

Klise

The Board of Supervisor* at the
opening meeting of the June ie*sion Monday spent considerable

Tied for First; Dealers

Wierda Upholaterystayed

in

For Site Stndy

Upholstery Nine Stays

Win Third Straight

Read

Tongeren

Eddie Fetfner

Field.

.

The Upholstery nine edged Zoerhoff Builders, 3-1 on a one-hitter
by Perk Haming, another import
from the Zeeland Softball League,
while the Dealers stopped

. . quite ft pitcher

King and Court

urgency.

James E. Townsend,

the

Moose, W>.
Wierda put togethertwo runs in
the fifth inning off Leroy Brower.

Holland

city attorney,informed the board

Play Here July

2

of action taken at a special Coun-

meeting in Holland Saturday
morning and the appointment of a
Ron Bekkis homered and Ham- The King and his Court, probab- five-membercommittee to study
ming followed with a double. Bill ly the most outitandlng softbill sites and report back to Council
Vryhof singled Hamming home. attraction of its kind in the United within 30 days.
Bekkis tallied the third run in
Henry Slaughterof TAllmadge
States, will play at Riverview
the top of the seventh. He walked,
townshfy
said time was fleeting
moved to second on Hamming’s Park, July 2 at 8:15 p.m. as a and "we've fooled around two
single, took third on a fielder’s Jaycee presentation with the proyears and haven't got anywhere."
____ 9K9MiS
choice and stole home.
ceeds going toward the numerous He mentioned an available site besports school conducted each afternoon through
LEARNING FROM A MASTER - Tom Maentz,
The lone hit off Hamming came children'sprojecU carried on by
July 12. The program,in its fifth year, has atMrs. Richord Gordon Carroll
tween Holland and Zeeland and
center, captain of the 1956 Michigan football
in the bottom of the seventh on a the Holland club.
tracted second through seventh graders. In(Holland Illustrative photo)
team and selected to play in the CollegeAH-Star
suggested that the two commitKlise Memorial Chapel of East pleated back insets. Matching
lead off home run by Terry Kraai.
struction is given in five other sports, track,
game against the New York Giants, Aug. 9, is
Eddie Feigner, the King, is a tees be instructed to recommend
Congregational Church of Grand braided crowns interlaced with
The winners had five hits includtennis, basketball, golf and baseball.
teaching 135 Holland youngsters some of the
rubber-armed softball pitcher, who two sites laer.
Rapids was toe setting Saturday pearls • formed their headdresses.
ing two each by Bekius and Ham(Sentinelphoto)
basic fundamentals of footballas part of the
Dr.
D.C.
Bloemendal
of
Zeeland
holds a list of records literally a
evening of the marriage of Miss
ming and one by Vryhof.
The honor attendant carried a
mile long. His court is made up of suggested two available sites in
Joan May Patterson and Richard
Jerry Jones, Mike Meilickeand Zeeland, one 200 by 200 feet for Gordon Carroll.Mr. and Mrs. B. colonial bouquet of pink carnations
Using the same patternfor every
borderedby lavender feathered
Meade Kinzer.
56,500 near the new water tower
B. Patterson of Holland, formerly carnations, and the bridesmaid
victory, the Mobilgas men had one
With this four-man unit the team east of the city and the other
of Grand Rapids, are the bride’s carried a colonialbouquet of lav-'
big inning.
takes on the best local nine-man 350 by 170 feet availablefor parents. Mr. Carroll is the son of
ender carnations bordered by pink
Monday it was the sixth as five softball units and have won more 512,000.
Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Carroll of feathered carnations.
runs cros.sed. Thin coupled with than 1,400 games since organized
This school will pay off m rich Western Michigan University,hanMayor Robert Visscher of Hol- Detroit.
James Matthews of Fenton astwo earlier tallies put the Dealers in 1946.
athletic r e w a r ds for Holland dies the track instretion.
land said Holland's Council realThe Rev. James Wayer of Hol- sisted the bridegroom as best man,
in front.
teams." Bob Connell, sports school Connell.Holland High basketball
Feigner has all kinds of clever izes that the supervisorshave been
land officiated at the ceremony be- and ushers were Ronald Geilow
Four hits in the sixth, including ways of feeding the ball up the
director said today in summing up coach, does the cage instruction
very patient with the city and fore an altar decorated with white and James Peyton, both of Detroit.
a
double
by
Jerry
Prince,
supplied
the program which has 135 young- and Harold Streeter,Ted Boeve
plate, includingunder the legs and Council is grateful. "There are difchrysanthemums and lighted Mrs. Patterson was attired in a
the offense. A couple of wild pitch- blindfolded. He has pitched
sters busy each afternoon through and Carl Selover, all public school
ferences of opinion, but there al- tapers in candelabra. Wilmer T.
Dior blue lace dress and wore a
es
and
an
error
helped.
July, 12.
teachers,are instructing in tennis,
throughoutthe world and has ways are. That's why we live in
Bartholomew,organist, played tra- pink and blue flowered hat for her
G'.l Vanden Berg and Fred Hand- hurled more than 330 no-hitters.
"These boys are learning the golf and baseballrespectively.
America so that we are able to ditional wedding music.
daughter's wedding. She wore a
werg hit back-to-back homers in
basic fundamentals of each sport,
The school takes in kids from
The King and his Court will be have our own opinions."He sugThe bride was attired in a floor corsage of pink rosettes. Mrs. CarAr applicationfrom Jac^ Es- the firs* inning to put the Moose opposed by, an All-Star team made
they are creating a desire for Holland and the outlying areas.
gested a meeting of the Holland length gown of nylon organdy fea- roll wore a rose beige lace dress
sports along with interest and they This year’s school is the biggest senburg to constructa 540.(K vl- ahead but the Dealers came back up of the top players In the Holland
committee and the buildings and turing a scoop necklineand shirred and a matching hat. Her corsage
ir.g
alley
on
River
Ave.,
top;
the
are learning how to get along with in the five-year history and the
in the second with two hits, a City League. Harry Hulst, league
grounds committee of toe Board of short sleeves outlined with appli- was of yellow rosettes.
each other in games and locker boys are divided as to size and list of 11 applicationsfor zoning passed ball and error, to tie the president,is selecting the team.
Supervisors if and when the Hol- ques of lace. The lace motif was
Mr. and Mrs. Martin B. Verhake,
permits filed in Holland Township score.
room association,"Connell con- ability.
land
committee recommends a repeated on the bouffant skirt and aunt and uncle of the bride,
tinued.
Second through seventh graders during the first half of June.
Bob Berens’ homer in the third
site within the 30-day period stipu- chapel length train. Her heart served as master and mistress of
"We’ve had this program going are included in the school with The site will be in the northwest was the third Moose run. Three
lated by Holland’s City Council. shaped half hat was embroidered ceremonies at the receptionin the
now five years and already the caps differentiating
the different one-fourthof section 19.
more scores crossed in the sixth
Nick Cook of Zeeland said the with sequins and pearls and se- church parlors. Miss Joyce
results have been felt slightly and groups. The cap colors Royal blue.
on a triple by Handwerg.wild pitch
Mr. and Mrs. Wynand Van board should be patientwith Hol- cured a fingertip length veil of Schmidt and Miss Joan Lenon^
I'm sure more and more in the Navy, tan, Kelly green, maroon Other permits include:
New houses, some with garages and an error.
Korlaar-of Californiawere guests land. "They are not pushing us out illusion. She carried a cascade both of Lansing, and Miss Jane
future that we’ll sec the program and red.
and
breezeways
A. Vanden Rollie Frens and Prince lead the for several days at the home of of the City Hail and we aren’t los- bouquet of white carnations and Schaafsma of Ho 1 a n d assisted
aims filtering through the inter- The older groups of sixth and
winners w'th two hits each while
Bosch. Riley Rd.. section11, 510,Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Boss of Forest ing any money. Maybe we’ll save lilies-of-thevalley centered with about the rooms.
scholastic program," Connell said.
seventh graders are divided into
Amie Boeve and Bill Fortney had Grove.
Following a week's wedding trip
000;
John
Bouwer,
Greenley
St.,
by building later on, he said. pink rosettes.
Started Monday, June 17, the progroups of about 20 while the youngone base hit. Handwerg had two
Miss Joan Van Wingeren of Hol- to southern Michigan, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis
In other business,James S. Van
gram runs Monday through Fri- er groups have about 24 in a section 8. 58.000; John Bouwer,
Greenley St., section 8. 58,000; hits and Vanden Berg, Berens, Stu and family of Kalamazoo,Mr. and Volkenburgh, directorof toe Otta- land was maid of honor, and Mrs. Carrol] will live in East
day from 1 to 4:30 p.m. and will
group.
Baker. Bill Zych and Ed Stille,
Mrs Donald M. Wyn garden of Hud- wa County Department of Social bridesmaid was Miss Marilyn Lansing. The bride’s traveling outcontinue through July 13.
On rainy days, such as Mon- Clarence Owens, 187 132nd Ave., one each for the Moose.
Casper of Adrian. Their petal pink fit was a taupe linen sheath dress
Following the basic pattern set
56,000, and Gordon De Jonge, Lot
sonville were Father's Day guests Welfare, explained changes in new
day, the boys participatein reLine
score:
dresses
were styled on princess with a white linen jacket. Her corup five years ago, the youngsters
68. Huizenga Subd. 2. 59.500.
at the Martin D. Wyngarden home. laws passed by the legislature
lays in Holland High and Fell JunR H E
lines with deep V necklines and sage was of pink rosettes.
learn the basic fundamentalsof
Terry
Hop
had
Ms
tonsils
rewhich
put
a
considerably
heavier
Garage and breezeway — Jack Wierda ........000 020 1-3 5
ior High gyms.
six sports along with having sesmoved at the Zeeland Hospital on burden on toe county. At the conArens. 881 WoodbridgeSt., 51,000.
Motion
pictures
are
also
shown.
Zoerhofi ....... 000 000 1-1 1
sions on the trampoline, a f e w
last Friday.
clusionof his detailed report, he
Home
remodelings — Arthur
Already
this year, the youngsters
Batteries:
Hamming
and
Bekius;
game sports, fishing and swimMr.
and
Mrs.
Merton
Wabeke,
opined
that in the long run it is
Bremer.
668
Riley
Rd.,
53.000;
have seen "World Series Highlights
Brower and Vork.
ming.
Sandra, and Nancy spent most of cheaper to be on a township-city
Beukema,
344 Howard
of
1956" and "Inside Baseball."
R
H
E
Aided, by five qualifiedinstruclast week in the northern part of unit. This city-townshipbasis arBasketball films are also planned. Ave.. 5200; George Palmer. 55 Mobilgas ...... 020 005 1—8 6
tors. Connell has outlined the prothe state. They also went to the rangement was started in 1939,
gram to allow each of the boys, Fridays are special days with North Division Ave.. 5500; Ernest Moose .........2010300-6 7
straits.
operatingon a 50-50 basis with the
In Circuit
Welirmeyer,
363
Fourth
Ave.,
51,four 45-minute periods of each of last week spent fishingat Kollen
Batteries Van Iwaarden and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bouman county.
the six sports plus softball -each Park. For some of the lads, it 500.
Essenberg;Velderman, Stille (9)
A letter from William De Roo,
and family of Jamestown were
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
was the first venture with the hook
day.
and Hudzik.
Holland
real estate operator,offerSunday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Three cases were processed in
Tom Maentz, Universityof Michi- and line. This week’s plans call
ing the Kroger buildingor Dutch
Nelson Ensing and family.
gan football player and captain of for a swim session and a hike at
Circuit Court Tuesday.
block at Ninth and River in HolNelva
Ter
Haar
and
Sherwin
the
Saugatuck
oval.
Tournaments
the 1956 team, is instructingthe
Robert McGregor, 17, route 1,
land
as
a
site
for
the
county
Broersma
have
returned
to
their
lads in football while Duane Gris- in the various skills will be staged
Grand
Haven, who pleaded guilty
homes after attending college and branch building for 5110,000was
sen. ‘physicaleducation student at the final week.
June 19 to unlawfullydrivingaway
Marilyn Broqrsma after teaching placed on file. The building dimentons are 44 by 103 feet with
school.
an automobilewithout intent to
to
State Police Arrest
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Van Houten a second floor 48 by 50 feet for
steal, was placel on probation for
Two applicationswqre approved
of Grand Rapds were Monday approximately 2,400 square feet.
Local
two years. Conditions are that he
Racers at 120-Speed
and a hearing was set for another Applicationsfor 10 building perguests of Mr. and Mrs. Simon The adjoining parking lot measapplicationby the Board of Appay 550 costs, 55 a month overmits
were
taken outlast week in Broersma.
ures 102 by 115 feet and is near
GRAND HAVEN (Special
peals Monday evening.
sight fees and observe a midnight
Building Inspector William Laytwo
city-operated
off-street
parking
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Broersma
are
State police had to drive their
An application from Edward Vos man’s office. Those applying
Dies at His
curfew. He allegedly tried out a
,
the grandparents of a baby boy
cruiser up to 120 miles an hour to construct a parking lot at 49
Mayor Visscher of Holland recar from a car lot and had a set
born to Mr. and Mrs. Vern Brower
before they were able to overtake West 11th St., was approved, sub- were:
C. 0. Connor. 89 West 27th St., of Oakland at the Zeeland Hospital ported orally on employing a counJohn Bartels, 73. long time shoe Robert Kramer, 20, Spring Lake
of keys made and then appropriatject to certain conditions. Vos must
r e m od e 1 upstairs, self, contraced the same car later that night.
dealer and shoe repairman, died and Aubrey Ernst, Jr., 17, of
ty administratorbut said his com
on Friday, June 14.
comply with the provisionsof. the
Conrad Carr, 22, Spring Lake,
Mr. and Mrs. Wynand Van Kor- mittee is not ready to make a
early Saturday at his home, Grand Haven, who were racing on parking lot ordinance, constructa tor; cost, 5700.
Leroy A. Austin, 272 East Eighth
PASTOR
who pleaded guilty June 19 to larspecific recommendation.
He
said
divided
US-31
in
Grand
Haven
laar
were
Sunday
supper
guests
of
curb
six
inches
wide
and
eight
575 College Ave. He had been in
Charles Vander Beek, gradceny from a dwelling,was placed
township at 8:45 p.m. Monday inches above the grade of the lot St., remodel porch, self, contrac- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss.
he had consulted Muskegon superthe shoe business for 43 years at
uate of Western Theological on probation three years. He was
night. Both were charged with o’ the east property line, and in tor; cost, 5100.
Burlin Boice of Grand Rapids had visors and is arranging for a Musthat location. Before that he reckless driving and will be sumJohn Bergsma, 115 East 13th St.,
Seminary this year, who was
ordered to pay 5100 costs, 55 a
seven days he must file a corporas Father’s Day guests, Mr. and kegon officer to meet with the
ordained and installed as pasmonth oversightfees, refrain from
worked at the Holland Shoe Co. moned into Grand Haven Municipal ate bond of 51.000 to guarantee remodel bath, self, contractor; Mrs. Nelson Ensing and family. board possibly in October. The
tor of Rose Park Reformed
cost, 5100.
drinking,and support his wife and
He and his wife, the former court.
Muskegon
administrator
is
paid
that he will comply with the reMrs. Henry Wabeke and Mrs.
Justin Hulst, 475 State St., reChurch Thursdayevening,will
child.
Jennie Vork were married 49 years
Mrs. Kathryn Simpson. 39. of quirements.
! 7,500 a year. Other members of
model porch, Gerald De Frell, con- A1 Hop and baby were Thursday
preach his inaugural sermon
Jesse Taylor Rice, 47, Marne,
on June 4. He was a member of 5289 North 136th St.. Holland, was The applicationto build a gas
the committee tire Howard Fant,
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
tractor;cost, 5500.
Sunday morning. Services are
who
was convicted by a Circuit
Prospect Park ChristianReformed
Roy Lowing. Martin Boon and
to appear before Justice Uwence
at *e southeast corner of
Klomparens Bldg. Co., construct Meengs and family of Byron Cenheld at Pine Creek School at
Court jury June 20 of a drunk
Church and had served as a con18th St. and Washington Ave., subRobert Murray.
ter.
gas station on southeast corner of
10 a.m. and- 7 p.m. until the
driving charge, was sentenced to
sistory member for many years. De Witt this afternoon for a simi-^j^^ jjy James H. Klomparens.
The Ladies’ Missionary and Aid
18th St.and WashingtonAve., self,
new building is completedin
serve five days in jail and pay
Surviving are the wife, Jennie: lar offense. Mrs. Simpson was was approved, subject to approval
Society met on Thursday, June 13 Judgment Granted
contractor; cost. 525,000.
about three weeks. Also 5100 fine and costs, or serve an
three daughters,Mrs. John (Ruth) overtaken after a chase by city ; of City Council,
at 2 p.m. The president,Mrs. G.
additional 60 days in jail. He also
taking part in the installation
GRAND
(Special)
Van Dyke, Jr., and Mrs. Donald police at 10:10 p.m. Sunday on In addition,a public hearing on John Bakker, 298 West 23rd St.,
Van Zoeren was in charge of the
surrendered his operator’slicense
was a classmate of Rev. Vandefault judgment was awarded
(Alma) Scarlett of Holland and Beacon Blvd. south of the city the applicationfrom Jacob Biere- addition to house, 3 by 8 feet,
meeting. Present were the Mesself, contractor;cost, 5150.
to the court. He had appealed a
der Beek, the Rev. Jack
in the Ottawa Circuit Court Tuesand Mrs. Gilbert(Frances) Altena limits when police clocked her at ma to constructan additionto the
Hope College, Voorhees Hall, re- dames Harry Buis, Jacob G. J. Van day to Kenneth Norris of Sparta
justice court conviction in LawBoerigter,newly installed pasof Kalamazoo;two sons, Jay and driving % miles an hour.
rear lot line of a commercialbuildmodel restrooms, Rhine Vander Zoeren, Henry Roelofs, Carl Scher- against Lewis H. Parks, individual- tor in a Kalamazoo church. rence De Witt’s court last March
Holland Bartels,both of Holland;
ing at 190 East Eighth St., was
Meulen, contractor; cost, 520,000. mer, Henry Spaman, John Freriks, ly and doing business as Parks Rev. and Mrs. Vander Beek
26 at which time he was sentenced
eight grandchildren ; one g r e a t
set for Monday. July 15 at 7 p.m.
Albert Lucas, 321 West 28th St., George Van Zoeren, Henry Wabeke, Co., in the amount of 51.100 plus
to pay 575 fine, 520.94 costs and
and two children will occupy
grandchild; one sister. Mrs. Dick stepsisters. Mrs. Fred Artz of Holserve five days in jail. The althe parsonageon 142nd Ave.,
Dirkse of Holland;one brother. land and Mrs. Dan Kleinhekselol
Brazil has about seven million construct garage, 22 by 24 feet, Simon Broersma, and Marie Ver 582.50. The amount represents the
and breezeway, 9 by 12 feet, self, Hage. The readers of the afternoon balance due on a promissory note just east of Rifle Range leged offenseoccurred March 2 at
Herman Bartels of Muskegon; two Fillmore.
horses.
2 a.m. on US-16 in Wright towncontractor;cost, 51520.
were Mrs. Buis, Mrs. Freriks,and dated Nov. 12, 1954, which matured Rd., which recentlywas purLester Van Dree, I West 19th Mrs. Van Zoeren. Offering* were one year after date.
ship.
chased by the congregation.
St., remodel dining room, self, con- taken. The next meeting will be
tractor; cost, 5150.
held in July.
George Speet, 570 Central Ave.,
Mrs. Henry Boss of Vriesland,
constructswimming pool, A. Ward Mrs. W1H Hulzen, Lucille Huizen,
Pool Co., contractor;cost, 52750.
and Mrs. Syrene Boss of Galewood
In addition,Walter E. Morris, enjoyed a pot-dinner on Wednes183 East 10th St., applied for a day with Mrs. Elmer Boss and
permit to tear down a garage.
childrenof Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer of Zeeland were recent guests of Mr. and
Jayceet and Insurance
Mrs. Louis Beyer, Mrs. Bernice
cil

t
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Agents Register

Wins

Beyer and

The Jaypees stayed one-half
ahead of the Kiwanis in the
C Legion league play Monday night

-

children.

game

with a 13-0 trouncing of Tulip City
Rod and Gun and the Insurance
Agents moved into third place with
a 3-1 win over the Realtors in a
well-playedgame.
Thompson (2-0) was (he winning
Jaycee pitcher.He fanned seven
and received support from D. Williams. who homered, Brondyke,
who tripled and Almgren, who
doubled. Harrell (0-2) was the lofting pitcher. Van Ark doubled for
Tulip City.
Winning pitcher Rooks (1-1-1)
struck out 16 Realtors. Bosman
(0-3) was the losing pitcher. He
fanned eight. J. Dykstra of the
Realtors and Nleuwsma of the winners hit doubles.
Line 'scores:
<

Jaycees
Tulip City

*

TULIP CITY LEAGUE BOWLING CHAMPION§ — Members of the Peoples State Bank
bowling team, winners of the Tulip City League.
presented their trophy to Clarence Jalving, bank
president, in recent ceremonies.The women competed against seven other teams In a 32-week

the trophy from
Miss Hannah Jipping.Other team members left
to right are: Miss Joyce Blauwkamp, Mrs. Janet
Voss, Miss Alma Brinks and Mrs. Corlyn
Woldring. Mrs. Lenore Roussien also a member
is not in the picture.
series. Jalving (left), accepts
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Modern Lights
-

FENNVILLE (Special)
The
Fennville Chamber of Commerce
is planning a night of festivities
July 5 to celebrate its new lighting system now being

installed.

Catherine Moshkin,Chamber secretary, announced today.
The entertainment program will
include a "Maxwell Street Sale"
with participation by the merchants, a square dance, and booth
set up along the avenue operated
by local women’s organizations.
A new, modem flour es cent lighting system will replace the present
25-year-oldstreet lights when the
installation is complete. Fennville
will be the first village of toe
Kalamazoo division and southwest'

4

cm

5

type of lighting.

Michigan to have the new

The monthly milk production
The wheel base of a car is the
distance between front and back mark In the United States is about
eight million pounds.

axles.

I

ik

Fennville Getting

'i’

-

HAVE BABIES SAME DAY -

Mr. and Mrs.

Henry De Bot of 357 West 18th St. gained two
grandchildren on June 15. Mrs. Robert D. De
right, 169 160th St., checked In first with a

son, Rodney Allen. Mrs. Albertus De Boe, 1558
Ottawa Beach Road, followed with a baby girl,
6arbara Ann.

(Sentinelphoto).

-

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS,

Rozeboom-Haveman Vows Read

1

i
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Engaged

Double Ring Ceremony Unites Couple

IN MEDITERRANEAN—
S.N. Carl Nyboer, son of Mr.
and Mrs. william Nyboer of
645 Concord, is now with the
Sixth Fleet in the eastern

Miss BeverlyKoy Wierda
The engagementof Miss Beverly
Kay Wierda to Norman J. Bos has
been made known by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wierda of

Mediterranean aboard the destroyer U.S.S. Miller. He en, listed in the Navy in October
1956 and received his basio
training at Great Lakes, 111.
His address is: S. N. Carl Nyboer 456-11-79,2nd Division,
U.S.S. Miller
535 c/0
F.P.O.,New York, N.Y.

Holland.

Mr. Bos is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wynard Bos of Zeeland.

DD

Mr. ond Mrs. Neol Wiersemo
(Bulford photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Neal

Wiersema, I Wiersema is the former Jean E.
who were married June 8, are now Pellegrom, daughter of the late
at home at 360 Pine Ave. Mrs. I Mr. and Mrs. M. H- Pellegrom.

Mr, ond Mrs. Colvin G. Rozeboom

Chain Letter

Fad

(Prince photo)

Mis« Beatrice Haveman and CalBernard Haverman,twin brother
vin G. Rozeboom were married in of the bride, was best man. Jason
Ninth Street Christian Reformed Haveman, also a brother of the
Church June 13. The double ring bride, and Merle Hoekwater,couceremony was performed by the sin of the groom, were ushers.
groom's father, the Rev. G.. Roze- Johnny Bakker, nephew of the
boom, assistedby the Rev. Marvin bride, as ringbearer,and Susanne
Vander Werp. Palms, ferns, can- Bakker, niece of the bride, as
delabra and white gladioli, peonies flower girl, completed the wedding
and hyacinths decorated the party. The flower girl wore a gown

were sorry that their
other leader, Mrs. Dryer couldn’t
be with them. This closes the
group's meetings for this year.
They all enjoyed being Bluebirds

The

and they want tc thank their leaders, Mrs. A. Dryer and Mrs. B.
Westerhoffor leading them. Reported by Sue Scholten,scribe.
The Lucky 13 Bluebirds of LongOn Monday, May 6, the Princess fellow School had an election of

of white crystalette over pink tafehurch.
Parents of the couple are Mr. feta with matchingheadband. She
and Mrs. John Haveman of 263 carried a basket of pink and white Blue Birds met with the Pixie new officers in April. The new ofBluebirds of Beechwood to prac- ficers are Mary Lievense, presiEast 10th St. and the Rev. and daisies.
Mrs. Gerrit B. Rozeboom of route For her daughters wedding, tice for their Mothers’ Tea which dent, Debbie Ridenour, historian,
2, West Olive.
Mrs. Haveman selected a blue was held on May 27. On Tuesday, and Nan Swartz, scribe.On April
Miss Edno Rose Oetmon
The bride, given in marriage by dress of lace and silk with white the Princess Bluebirds met with 30, they had a Watchbird and
Mr. and Mrs. George Oetman of
her father, wore a floor-length accessories.The groom’s mother with their leaders at the home of Penny Hike. At every corner they Graafschapannounce the engagegown of nylon net and taffeta with wore a blue linen dress with white Mrs. Gorman to make hanky um- flipped a penny to tell them in ment of their daughter, Edna
lace inserts. The gown was styled accessories.Both wore pink rose brellasfor their mothers. On May which direction to go, and they
Rose, to Eugene Vander Sluis, son
13 and May 20 the Princess Blue- kept hatching to see certainthings
with a bodice of Chantillylace em- corsages.
of Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Vander
broidered in iridescent sequins and A reception for 100 guests was birds and Pixie Bluebirds met to- beginning with certain letters, in
Sluis of 39 West 18th St.
pearls. Her pillbox hat of Chantilly held followingthe ceremony. Har- gether again. They made artificial each block. On May 6, they had
lace with sequins and pearls held old Bakker was toastmaster.Mr. roses for theii mothers and decor- a Kite Fly at the home of Mrs.
a fingertip veil of imported illusion. and Mrs. Roger Brandsen were in ated napkins. At the May 20 meet- Osterhof, their assistant leader. It
She carried a white Bible with a charge of the gift room. Melvin ing, they pledged the flag together was fun to see how many kites
white orchid.
Nagelkirk and Miss PhyllisBrink and then each had their own busi- they could get up into the air at
Mrs. Harold Bakker, sister of the served at the punch bowl*
ness meeting. Afterwards they once. On May 13, the group made
bride, was matron of honor. She
The bride wore a luggage tan practiced the Mothers’ Tea pro- crepe paper flowers to be used on
wore a gown of rose crystalette sheath dress with matching jacket gram. On May 27 the Mothers' the Camp Fire Float during Tulip
over taffeta with a shirred insert and white and tan accessoriesfor Tea was given by the girls in the
Time. Mary Lievense brought a difaround the scooped neckline. She a Western wedding trip. She wore Beechwood gym. Each mother was ferent treat, rainbow taffy.The
wore a matching headpiece and the orchid from her bridal bou- given a corsage made by her project on May 20 was to plant
carried a nosegay bouquet of pink quet for a corsage. The newly- daughter. The program was given,
flower seeds in little boxes, that
carnations and w hi t e rosebuds. weds will reside at 1703 Washing- and punch and cookies were servcan be transplantedinto their own
Mrs. Jason Haveman and Miss ton St.
ed. Mrs. Mulder and Mrs. Koning gardens in a few weeks. They used
Helen Teerman, bridesmaids, and A, rehearsal party was given by served the punch. Reported by some blue petuniasto remind them
Myra kozeboom, junior brides- the groom's parents on Wednes- Ronda Mills, Princess Bluebirds, of Bluebirds all summer. Gaire
maid, wore identical outfits in day evening at Cumerford’s Res- and Jane Overway, Pixie BlueMorse brought a special treat of
varied shades of rose.
taurant.
birds.
ice cream and cake, which the
On May 6, the Seven Wise Blue- girls called a very "merry unbirds met at Mrs. Visscher’shouse. birthday party.” Reported by Nan
Susan Visscher brought the treat. Swartz, scribe.
Then the girls went to the 7-Up On Monday, May 13, the L Ki
Company and had a bottle of 7-Up. Hi Camp Fire Girls met at the
Next they went to the library and home of Mrs. Bresnahan. They
stayed about half an hour. Report- talked about a hike and other
ed by Gayle Lynn Unger, scribe.
things. The secretary and treasur-

Sentinel Brings

. Happy Reunion

Reaches Allegan

girls

ALLEGAN (Special) -

Mr. ond Mr*. Louis J. Holtgeert*

letter"

Vries photo)

groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. orated the pews.
asked to investigate,back them
Henry Holtgeerts,route 5. Holland. The groom’s mother wore s pink up
The Rev. L. Oostendorp officiat- dress with white accessories.Her
Unlike the chain letters of the
ed at the double ring ceremony. corsage was of white carnations past which Involvedamounts rangThe bride's gown was chantilly and pink roses.
ing from a dime to a dollar, the*
lace julle over taffeta with a seThe reception in the church current craze uses $25 government
quin-trimmed sabrina neckline and basement was attended hy 130 savings bonds.
short sleeves. The bouffant tulle guests. Master and mistressof
Under the scheme it woul be
skirt was accented by lace panels ceremonieswere Mr. and Mrs.
mathematically possiblefor a perdown the sides. The elbow-length Lloyd Boerman. Mr. and Mrs. son to receive 2,948 $25 bonds,
veil was held by a matching lace Bernard Van Kampen were in
with a cash value of $38,400 and a
and tulle trimmed hat. She carried charge of the punch bowl. Mr. and
matured value of $51,200.
snow white roses and a white pearl Mrs. Norman Lokker, Miss Vivian
The Allegan branch of the "give
Bible.
Volkers and Robert Brinks took away campaign” it traceable to
The maid of honor, Miss Shirley care of the gift room. The guest
Bryan, Ohio. A former Allegan
Walters, sister of the bride, wore book was watched over by Miss
man, now living in Bryan, brought
a pale pink taffetadress with a Mary Faye Boach.
it here last weekend. Since then it
pink sash terminating in a back
Pre-nuptial showers were given has spread from Allegan to Otaego,
bow. She carried p basket of white by Mrs. Giles Veldhuls,Miss
Plsinwell,Kalamazoo,Grand Rapand pink carnationsand red roses. Vivian Volkers and Mrs. Bemle
ids and even to Trwverte City.
The bridesmaid, Miss R o s e 1 a Van Kampen. Mrs. Henry HoltThose involved locallynumber in
Jager, wore a dusty rose dress geerts,Mri. Peter Boach and Mrs.
the hundreds.
fashioned similar to the maid of Cornelius Lokker.
Officials of the Allegan State
honor’s.She also carried a basket
The bride attended Holland Bank said Friday that the sale of
of white and pink carnations and ChristianHigh School and waa rered roses. As flower girl, Linda cently employed at Graafschap $25 bonds in the first five days
of the week were five times that
Hulst, cousin of the bride, wore a Grocery. The groom attended Holwhite taffeta dress wjth a pink land ChristianHigh School, and is of an average week. Friday, two
sash. She carried a pink basket now employed as an electrician at tellers devoted bmoat of the day
U> the sale of bonds to pereona infilled with rose petals.The ring- De Fouw ElectricCo.
bearer, Ronnie Poppema, cousin For her honeymoon to the wes- volved to the scheme.
One local person, among the first
of the groom, wore a white suit. tern states, the bride choae a pink
Best man was Hershel Lubbers, sheath dress with white accessor- to get his name on the lists, reported Friday morning that he had
brother of the groom. Gordon ies.
received twenty $25 bonds ThursWalters, brother of the bride, was
On their return June 28. the
groomsman. They also served as couple will make their home at day and Friday. He is Hersche!
"Skip” Martin, 133 Marshall St,
ushers.

The

met

Visiting Indian Pastor

Amazed hy Life in

HAVEN

Council for Civic

Beauty Has Meet

U.S.

-

became

,

-

.

I

b

,

1

Miss SylvioJoyce Slogh
Allegan.
Cheerful Bluebirds of Van er gave their reports. Reported by
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Slagh of
Raalte School met at the home of Virginia Merillat, scribe.
halfway around the world, or more,
route 2 have announced the enOn May 6, the Akiyahapi Camp
Mrs. Vander Molen. They made
in The Sentineloffice Saturday.
gagement of their daughter. Sylvia
stilts out of tin cans with ropes Fire Girls of JeffersonSchool met
The Rev. Joseph John, Indian
Joyce, to Pvt. Delbert Diepenthrough them. Judith Ann Barber at Mrs. Connor’s house. They electminister now visiting Holland,drophorst. Pvt. Diepenhorst.son of Mr.
treated. Reported by Judith Ann ed the followingofficers:Cherrie
ped in at The Sentinel office for
Barber, scribe.
Suzenaar, president:Ann Wissink, and Mrs. Ray Diepenhorst of route
an interview. He was somewhat
The Merry Little Bluebirds of vice president: Caroline Connor, 4, is stationedwith the Army at
surprised on seeing the man who
Van Raalte School played games treasurer:and Marsha Tobias, Fort Ord. Calif.
"I have been amazed at the gram, the Rev. John said, they At an Executive Board meeting
wa& to interview him. The feaon April 29. Mrs. Steiningertreat- secretary. The girls worked on
superb manner in which Americans teach reading to villagers and help of the Holland Council for Civic
tures looked familiar.
ed. On May 6, the girls worked on their memory books. Ann Wissink
handle all matters. I wish they them read the Bible. This is impor- Beauty, held Wednesday evening
The two men were introduced
a project for the Mothers’ Tea. treated the group. Reported by
would
handle spiritual matters in tant in India where the rate of In the green room at the Civic
and started to talk.
Center, Mrs. Joseph Lang, repreReported by Judy Kehrwecker, Sharon Van Lente, scribe.
the
same
superb manner,” said literacyis only 23 per cent.
"I am from south India." the
senting the Holland Council of
scribe.
The Tami Ka Ta Camp Fire
the
Rev.
Joseph
John, noted InBecause
the
means
of
livelihood
Rev. John said.
Camp Fire Girls, was named genThe Lincoln School Cheerful group of Longfellow School met at
dian Christian leader.
there are scarce, they encourage
"I was bom in central India,”
eral chairman In charge of plantBluebirds enjoyed an escorted Shirley Johnson'shouse. They
Now in the United States in the villagers to work in cottage indusAzhar All Khan replied.
ing the tulip lanes with petunia*
tour of the South American before planned their ceremonial which
course of a six-month trip around tries. This serves a double purpose.
"1 am very privilegedto meet
or other flowers.
it sailed.All the Bluebirds were was held on May 22. They discussthf world, the Rev. John is in Those who are idle are able to
you.”
Ali residents living on tulip lane*
present and were accompaniedby ed other things that they would
Holland for a week. He is staying weave clothes and mats, robes,
'T am most happy.”
PJ. (JIM) FRANS, of Holare urged to join in the program
Mrs. Bob Mulder, Mrs. Gus Nel- do. The girls were treated to popin the home of Mr. and Mrs. John build agricultural implements, and
But the two aren’t countrymen land was elected vice presiahd instruction sheets will be disson, Mrs. Donald Bell and Mrs. sicles. Reported by Susan EenigenHenry Teusink, Jerome Ave., Vir- similar items. This assures them tributed to each home by th*
now. In 1950 Ali Khan renounced
dent of Optimist International Bertal Slagh. Vicki Dekker furnish- burg, scribe.
ginia
Park.
a modest income. Second, such Camp Fire Girls, with suggestion*
Indian citizenshipand became a
Saturday in the closing session
ed the treat. On May 20, Mrs. On May 27. the Tan-da Camp
Pakistani.
The Rev. John called Holland equipment is usually inexpensive as to the proper method of plantof the organization’s39th anDonald Bell entertainedthe Blue- Fire group of Lakeview School
The two talked cordially, decid"a wonderful place” and said he ana readily availftble to those short ing and the best variety of plant*
nual convention in Philadelbirds at a birthday party celebrat- went to the office to pass rank.
ing that even if India and Pakiswas enjoying his stay in the city of funds.
to use.
phia. Pa. Frans is the owner of
ing Caryle Bell's tenth birthday. Mrs. DeLong checked memory
In the training center in his viltan quarrel on a governmentlevel,
immensely. He declaredthat he
Several methods for promoting
the Holland Electric Supply Games were played and prizes won books, and all the girls passed
tht people can get along.
was struck by the comforts of life lage. persons from other areas civic beautificationand the exCo. A member of the Holland
by Laurie Pomp, Joan Pluim, Gail rank. Reported by Jan Haynes,
They shook hands and exchangin the United States. “In the east come to be trained in agriculture,pansion of tulip plantingswere disOptimist Club, he has served
Nelson, Sandy Mulder, Lynne scribe.
ed addresses.
there is not even enough food, health, and education.Training is cussed and a plan to encourage
as membership chairman, Slagh and Vicki Dekker. Indivi- The We-to-ma-chik Camp' Fire
clothing,and shelter for all the giver by both foreignmissionaries industrialplants and other busboys’ work chairman, public
dual birthday cakes with candles group of Lincoln School passed
and trained Indians.
people.” he sajd.
iness places located on streetsor
relations
chairman
and
presiWood
Gatherer's
Rank
on
May
21.
and
hot
fudge
ice
cream
was
Mrs. Gerald Whiting
Miss Grocilc Ter Horst
About 2,000 Indian Christiansare highways was adopted. John
Tonight
the
Booster's
class
of
dent of the group. After servwas served by Caryle's mother The girls that passed rank are Pat Mr. and Mrs. John Ter Horst
connected directly or indirectly
Dies in Grand Haven
ing as a lieutenant governor
and grandmother from Chicago. Helder, Maribeth De Vries, Carole of North Blendon announce the Central Park Sunday School will with the training center. The num- Benson, and Park Supt. Dick
honor
Rev.
John
at
a
dinner
in
Smallenburg, are working on this
in
1955-56,
Frans
was
elected
The BluebirdspresentedCaryle Piers, Mary Karafa, Donetta Den engagementof their daughter.
GRAND
(Special)
the church. After the dinner he ber of missionariesin India is de- program and worksheets showing
to serve District 17 as Goverwith a corsage. The Cheerful Blue- Uyl, Julie Russein, Shirley TerpMrs. Gerald D. Whiting, 39, of
Gracile, to Robert R. Boehm, son will speak at a public meeting clining.Rev. John said, because the best varieties and the cost will
nor the past year.
birds visited the Swift Ice Cream stra, Carol Jacobusse, and Sheryl
15830 Winter St., Spring Lake, died
of Mrs. Gertie Boehm of Buffalo scheduled at 8 p.m. on his work the Indian government frowns on be distributedsoon to local busCo. on Monday May 27, Mr. Klopf- Nykamp. Their leader is Mrs.
in Municipal Hospital Friday afterCenter, Iowa. An Aug. 13 wedding in India. Thursdayevening he will foreign missionary activityin the iness plants. It is hoped that many
enstein escorted the group on a Piers. Reported by Sheryl Nkamp,
noon followinga brief illness. She
is being planned.
Sentences
and
Fines
speak at the prayer service in country.So the local Christiansare will beautify their grounds with
scribe.
critically ill Thursday
tour through the plant and took
taking over. His own church serv- tulip beds or borders.
Trinity
Reformed Church.
The Chesk cha may Camp Fire
when she was admitted to the hos- Given on Two Counts
them into a room that was below
ices not only Christians but HinThe
Central
Park
Reformed
Another plan suggested was to
group
of
Van
Raalte
School
took
Lutheran
Missionary
zero.
Here
we
were
treated
to
padPttll.
dus, Muslims, and people of other get the Parent-Teachers Council
Church
has
supported
his
work
in
She was born Dorothy Beaman on
GRAND HAVEN (Special) dlepops.All were present.On June a tour through the Swift's Ice Group Closes Season
India during the last 10 years. faiths. "We meet everybody in the interested in the planting of tuJuly 7, 1917, in Chicago. She was
Anthony M. Farsenchi, 24, of 2312 3, the Bluebirds were guests of Cream Plant on Monday, May 27.
He came to Holland to visit them, spirit of Jesus," Rev. John affirm- lips around the schools.
married May 22, 1943. Mr. and
the Pluim’s down at their beach- They were told how the different
A
supper n.eeting last Wednes- to thank them, and to know them ed
Oakwood
NE,
Grand
Rapids,
was
Attending the meeting were ArMrs. Whiting moved to Grand
house at Saugatuck.We had a flavorings were added. After seeing
arrested early Saturdaymorning
day marked the last meeting of belter. There are many mission- After the Hindus and Muslims, thur Schwart, president; Benson,
Rapids, then to Jackson, and came
wienie roast and made smores. We the hardening room, which is 15
Christians form the largest com- vice president; Mrs. Rudolph
to Spring Lake four years ago. by state police on North Shore Rd. climbed Mt. Baldheadand walked degrees below freezing,we were the season of the Lutheran Wo- aries in India from this area.
munity in India — two and a half Eriksen, secretary, Mrs. Lang,
Mrs. WVlang was a member of on charges of drunk driving and through the woods, and played on all given an eskimo Die. Mrs. Sell men's Missionary League at Zion The Rev. John resigned from a
the Spring Lake Presbyterian drivingwhile his operator’slicense the beach. The mothers who took and Mrs. Paauwe took the girls. Lutheran Church. The officers pre- large pastorate In India to begin percent of the population, Rev. Miss Lida Rogers and Part Supt.
was revoked.
the work that has already gained Johr declared.• The government Smallenburg.
Cbm ch where she was superintendus down were Mrs. Bob Mulder, On Thursday,May 30, the group pared the food.
has been generous to the minori- The next regular meeting of th*
Arraigned later In the day' beent of the junior department of
Mrs. Donald Bell, and Mrs. Rich- marched in the Memorial Day pa- A group of women presented a Internationalrecognition.Pictures
ties, he said, but some extremists Council will be held Oct 10.
the Sunday School,Red Cross. Girl fore Justice Lawrence De Witt, ard Nykamp, along with Mrs. B. rade and then they went through missionary skit. "Collecting Mite une a writeup of his work in
Scouts, Grand Haven Woman’s Farsenchiwas sentenced to pay H. Slagh. All 14 Bluebirds were the Little Netherlands Museum. As Boxes” after which Mrs. R. Rich- Deenabandupuramv i 11 a ge in occasionallytry to stir up trouble.
Club and Spring Lake Country $75 fine, $4.90 costs and serve 10 present,and severallittle brothers the girls made a wish around the man. the president, explained the Andhra province in south India ap- They want all Indians to become Curtif f Mann Jr. Diet
Hindus. Rev. John said.
days on the drunk driving count
Gub.
and sisters. About last meeting will wishing well, Mrs. Wilbur Brown purpose of the league, both local peared in Life magazine in its speThe visiting minister was guest In FennviUeatAfe 25
Besides her husband, who is su- and $20 fine, $4.30 costs and five be a trip to John Ball Park Zoo took pictures of the group. Each and international.Mrs. J. Gad- cial Christianityissue in 1955.
perintendent at Michigan Brass, days on the revoked license charge, in Grand Rapids. Sandy Simmons, girl was given a bead for march- ziemski, chairmanof the Christian His work concentrates-on the preacher at both services at Centra! Park Reformed Church SunFENNVILLE (Special) - Cur.
she is survived by two sons. David the- jail sentences to run concur- Scribe.
ing. Mrs. Paauwe, their leader, growth committee, was in charge building of a rural church that
seeks to meet the entire needs of day and was guest at the regular tin Mann Jr., 25, of route 3,
Alien and Curtis Gerald; one rently. Farsenchi’s license was reof
the
mite
box
presentation.
The LaughingBluebirds of Mon- marched with them Reported by
daughter. Judith Ann, all at home; voked in 1956 for habitual negli- tello Park School met at the school Diane Lynn Sell, scribe.
It was announced that the gift the villagers- livelihood, educa- Sunday School Service. The Sun- (Round Lake) was dead on arrival
gence.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
will be sent to the Holland Feder- (ion. and health, besides preach- day school began to support Rev. early Saturday morning at the Alon May 14, for their meeting. All
Edward Reedes, 52, Grand RapN. Beaman of Kplamazoo; one
ation Leper Assoc’ation by the ing. His own village serves as the John 10 years ago during the minis- legan Health Center following &
members were present and they
brother, Elmer N. Beaman Jr. of ids was sentenced to pay $50 fine paid their dues. The girls made Mary Smith Honored ai
Sunday 'School and that the Rev. Center but the program operates try of the Rev. Fred Van Dyk, few hour’s illness.An autopsy was
and $4.30 costs on a charge of
former pastor. Each year they paid to be performed to determine the
Chicago.
Leland Hover will speak at the in 40 nearby villages.
flowers for the Camp Fire Float Party on 18th Birthday
violating the basic speed law and
his salary and made other contri- cause of death. Health authorities
The
shortage
of
land
is
one
of
league’s
September
meeting.
He
is
for the Tulip Time parade. The
butions.
$8 fine and $4.30 costs for driving
suspect spinal meningitisor polio.
group then went to Mrs Dryer’s Mary Jean Smith was honored chaplain for the institutions in the tht outstanding problems in India.
Herman De Zwaan, 70,
with an expired operator’slicense
He is survived by the wife, LaurRev. John’s visit to the United
His
church
is
trying
to
get
landGrand
Rapids
area.
house and brought her a plant from on her 10th birthday at a party
In
De
Witt’*
court
Saturday.
He
States
was
arranged
by
the
Agriel;
one daughter. Susan Kay; hi*
less
farmers
to
join
in
cooperaPlans
are
under
way
for
the
fall
Dies in East Sang atnck
the group because she was taken ill given by her mother Wednesday
was arrested by state police June
culturalMissions Inc., and financ- parents. Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
zone
rally
which
will
be
held
Oct.
tives
One
such
cooperative
has
and couldn’t meet with them. afternoon at their home 255 West
ed by the Commission on World Conley of Round Lake; two sisHerman De Zwaan, 70. of East 15 or M-50 in Allendaletownship.
Merry Kaye Westerhof treated the 21st St. Games were played and 6 in Conklin.At this time each so- been formed in bis village with Service of the Evangelical and Re- ters, Mrs. Theresa Ontis of AlleSaugatuck, died late Saturday eveciety will present information on 19 landless laborers.They live as
group. Mrs. B. Westerhof was their prizes awarded to the jv'nners. Regan and Mrs. Louise Salazar
ning at his home followinga long Injured in Collision
a mission field including the native a community,faring labor, build- formed Church.
leader for the meeting. On May 21 freshments were served by Mrs.
The Rev. John win leave Hol- Kalamazoo.
illness.
costume
and native dish. The local ing wells and homes, and so on.
Wilma Timmerman, 8, of 146 the girls met at the school. Mr. and Smith.
group will represest New Guinea.
He is survived by his wife, Ger- Eas« 34th St., Thursday night was
The Church has built a hospital land Friday for Berea, Ky., to atMrs. Westerhof took the group to a
Guests invited were Carol
Mrs. E. Comielsen and Mrs. R. in the village where free medical tend a month-long conference to
trude; five sons, Julius of Fenn- treated for a bruised arm when
cottage where they had a picnic. Goodyk, Peggy De Witt. April
Underhill will serve on this com- care is provided for mothers, chilville, Milton and Harvey of East a car in which she was riding,
VC*, vvnui tuuvwj m i>ew
They made a trail to the beach. Hawkes, Patsy Slikkers,Florence mittee. Mrs. Gadziemskiand Mrs. dren, and lepers. In addiUon, they study the problems of the rural
Saugatuck, Glen of Zeeland and driven by Marie Timmernjan,16,
on
June 10 after spending
There they played. When they came Kerinan. Rensate Tscheichner and
John Steiningerwere appointed to advise villagerson family plan- church aU over the world, and es- weeks in England to observe
Chester who is stationed -with the of 146 East 34th St, and a car
back to the cottage they had a Candice Schaap.
the membership committee.
ning, nutrition, and other facilities.peciaUy in Asia. This conference munity centers.From New
U. S. Army in Hawaii; 12 grand- operated by Arl Doster, 32, Grand picnic supper. After supper Mrs.
The Rev. and Mrs. E. Ruhlig They also train villagersin the has been arranged by the Agricul- he went to Roxbury, where
children; two sisters, Mrs. Kate Haven, collided at 27th St. and
Westerhof gave each girl a BlueLife With Father had the observed their 20th wedding anni- use of agricultural implements
tural Mission Inc., of New York, 20C families live ‘
Kline of Hamilton and Mrs. Jay Central Ave. Police said damage to bird pin. Then they took the girls
longest run on Broadway. It ran versary on that day. The meeting and modem sanitaryequipment.
and 50 delegates from the U. S. style: Akron;
Waddels of Fennville.
the can was estimatdd at $179. borne. Everyone had a good time. for 3,224 performances.
closed with prayer by the pastor.
As part of their literacy pro- and abroad are expected to share then to Holland.

Two former countrymen

»

A "chain

scheme that might well
Miss Lois Ann Walters became Music was provided by organist make Pond look like a piker,
the bride of Louis J. Holtgeerts JacquelineOrtman, and soloist spread from Ohio to Michigan last
June 14 at the GraafschapChris- Duane Westrate sang "Because’’ week and, branching out from Aland "Wedding Prayer.” Decora- legan, was covering the state like
tian Reformed Church. The bride
tions included an arch of pink wildfire.
is the daughter of Mr. Arthur peonies, and altar bouquets of
Proponents of the plan claim h is
Walters, route 5, Holland, and the palms and candelabra. Bows dec- within the law and local attorneys,
(de

1

.

.
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Couple

Hamilton

NEWS Sunday School

sQ-

27,

Dr. Henry Bast of

Lesson

Wed

in

Zeeland Church

Western

Theological Seminary of Holland
was guest minister at the local Re-

by C.P. Dune

formed church

June 30, 1957
Joaeph, Man of Mercy
Genesis 45:3-15
(Based on copyrighted outlines
produced by the Division of Christian Education, National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the U.S.A.
and used by permission.)
It is always pleasing to us when
the right and the deserving win
out. In this last lesson on Jospeh
we cannot help but be impressed
by the greatness and fine spirit
of Joseph. In adversity and in
prosperity he showed the best

last

Sunday in the

absence of the pastor, the Rev. N.

Van Heukelom who has been
away for three Sundays. He and
his family are expected to return
to Hamilton the latter part of this
week from Pella, la., where they
visitedrelatives.

Mr. and Mr*. Lloyd Butler re-

ceived word last Friday of the
death of their brother-in-law, Louis
Th« Home of the
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cordings played over the Civic Spring Lake Ttasday, chang VirginiaPark ..... ..... 3
Dalman of Cutlervilleand Mrs. final meeting of the year Monday course eight times. Kerr, who is
Berens, Carol Hop. Delores De guest of honor.
4
Center amplifying system. A good ed his plea and paid <25 fine and Holland Heights ... ..... 2
Miss
Cook
also
was
honored
at Catherine Rogers of Grand Rap- evening. The picnic, scheduled for
Jonge, Marcia De Jonge, Pat Ohlstationed in Berlin, Germany, is
4
attendance is anticipated,accord- $4.30 costs. He was arrested by Jefferson ..........
Kollen Park, was held at the Roger
man, Mrs. Harold Lcnters, Mrs. miscellaneous showers given re- ids; ll grandchildren; 30 great S troop recreation building due to the brother of Mrs. Ben Baldus of
4
ing to Ronald F. Robinson, pub- Sam Hartwell Sr. weighmasterfor Montello Park .... ..... 2
Harold Heihn, Mrs. Les Bekins cently by Mrs. John Ganzor and grandchildren; three great great
4
212 West Ninth St.
licity chairman for the Optimists, the Ottawa County Road Commis- Zeeland ................ 2
Mrs. John Bos and by the Misses grandchildren; one brother, John bad weather.
and Mrs. Harold Hassevoort.
When he finishedhis endurance
5
and he requeststhat skaters bring sion who claimed Lumsden ran Lakeview .........
Mrs. Joe Leys, president, conMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Berens, Gladys De Vries, Myra Hartzell Ohlman of Grand Rapids.
test, Kerr was told that Dave
5
their own skates.
against cones on freshly painted Waukazoo .............. 1
ducted
devotions before the potF'uneral
services
will
be
held
Jane and Carla were visitorsat and Dorothy Klomparens.
Strang, a Southern Methodist Uni6
Pine Creek ....... ..... 0
traffic lines.
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Langeland luck supper. Games were played
versity student, had played 231
Cub Scout leaders have asked the home of Mr. and Mrs,. Gerrit
When the particles of water
Funeral Home with the Rev. Clar- under the directionof-Mrs. Frank
holes in 17 hours with the aid of a
forming a cloud are very small, The lowly cockroach Is believed team leadersto play all Cub Scouts Warsen and family at Cutlerville. The potato chip industry was ence Graving officiating.Burial Meyer Shd her committee
The Mission Guild will meet said' to have begun in 1853 when
they reflect the light and the cloud to be the oldest of aU living who turn out for a game.
Mrs. Ernest Post Jr. led the a flashlight and a team of four
Thursday evening at 7:45 in the an Indian maid at Saratoga will be In Pilgrim Home Cemetery. singing of hymns. Ronald
caddies
Iowa. The acappears white. As the particles
. at Oelwein,
,
Friends
may
meet
the
family
at
winged insects. It has survived A gandy dancer is a man who chapel. The roll call word is Springs, N.Y., dropped a sliver
summer
pastor, closed the meet- .count of Strangs marathon was in
grow larger, they become rainof potato in a boiling kettle of the funeral home Friday from 2 ln^ with prayer.
‘the June 18 Issue of The Sentinel.
dropt and absorb the light. This unchanged since early geologic inspects railroad ties for loose rails "Power". Mrs. Harris Veldman
to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
fat.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Berens
Will
have
and
bolts.
the cloud to appear black. times.
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Zuverink Loses Third

Meet

Western Horse

To Discuss Conference

>
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Game

on

Rub

in

Hope College to

13th

George Zuverink dropped his
third decision of the year Salute
day night, and this one was to his
old metes, the Detroit Tigers In

Duuics Ho

la North

Library Adventures

Bleadoa

-

A

Roy Westveld home

in

ALLENDALE (Special)

$122,000

fire it the

AmeM

By

Mulder

Is courage the greatest of the Eatea Kefauver. He Is a practical
cardinal virtues? Sen. John F. politician as well
a writer in
ing completely mined the kitchen Kennedy appears to think so. At the field of history.
Plans are being made for the
Hope College will receive $U2,- and caused a great deal of haat least he has written a book axProfiles in Courage" graphicalthe 13th inning, 2-1.
Fall Women’s MissionaryUnion
ly episodes in the political careers
Zuverink,now with a 7-S record, 000 this week si the Ford Foun- and water damage in the other pressing that point of view.
Conference of the Holland Classis Three Years’ Probation
The book, published some past and present. Most of those
came on for starter Billy O’Dell in dation's second and • final pay- rooms of the house.
of the Reformed Church in Amer- Given in Perjury Case
A total of 25 participantstook the ninth inning. He allowed five ment under its program to help Mrs. Westveld left some grease months ago, is caled "Profiles In of about a dozen Americans of the
ica, to be held Oct 9, in the First
on the stove and then went out- Courage." While its style has some past and present Most of those
part in the first horse show of ths hits in five innings and one earnReformed Church of Holland. The GRAND HAVEN (Special)
raise faculty salaries.A total of side to work in the yard. When
of the flamboyanceof a typical episodes were played out in the
conference will have both after- Delmer P. Gesco, 18, Muskegon, season Saturday, held by the Hol- ed run. The. run came In the 13th
8115.000 was received in July. 1956. she went back into the housa, she political speech, the book Is worth senate 'of the United Statis,with
on
a
double
by
Charley
Maxwell
land
Western
Saddle
Club
at
the
noon and evening meetings.
who pleaded guilty June 7 to a
found that the kitchen curtainshad reading as the sincere expression
few in the House and in other
The Women of the Zeeland Clas- perjury charge, was placed on pro- K-M horse firms on Ottaws Beach aitf a single by A1 Kaline. His 56.
of one senator; it seems to show parts of the government.All of
earned run average Is slightly over
In all, 630 privately• supported caught Are.
sis will join the local group for the bation for three year* by Circuit Rd
The Olive-Blendon Fire Depart- that U.S senators sometimes do them describe political courage.
Karen De Witt, with one first, 2.00
25th Conference of the area. The Judge Raymond L. Smith Friday.
colleges and universitieswill get
ment arrived at the house, which some historical thinking and art
Zuverink has now appeared in 35
The examples of political courthree
seconds
and
two
thirds,
recommitteesin charge of arrange- Conditions are that he pay 1100
checks totaling mors than 5130 is located on Taylor St. one-quar- not always engaged In building age given by the youthful senaplaced
Hazel
Knoll
as
top
point- of the Orioles82 games. Last year
ments are:. Zeeland — Mrs. Henry fine and costs and make restituat this time he has appeared in million bi this payment. Approx- ter mile west of the North Blen- their political fences of the mo- torial author are: John Quincy /
Kuite, Mrs. J. H. Keuning, Mrs tion to the owner of the tavern getter in the race for the girl’s
Adama, Daniel Webster,Thomas
trophy, presentedat the season’s 30 games. His seven viotories equal imately 5280 millionwas appropri- don churches, at about 8 a.m. and ment.
Henry Koop. Mrs. Francis Dykstra, involved in the sum of $300 through
Sen. Kennedy,you may remem Hart Benson, Sam Houston, Edclose. Roger De Free and Keith the total amount of wins the right- ated for this purpose by the Foun- had the fire under control In a
Holland - Mrs. Dick Vander Meer. monthly payments.He also must
half hour.
ber, came within an inch of being mund G. Ross, L QC. Lamar,
Post moved into a tie for first in hander had all last season.
dation in 1955.
Mrs. Garrett Vander Borgh, Mrs. find work to make these paynominatedfor the vice presidency George Norris',Robert A. Taft and
the boy’s competition, overtaking
Calvin
College,
Grand
Rapids,
Jacob Westerhof and Mrs Maurice ments and support himself.
at the Democratic national confew miscellaneous men whom
John Hearthorn. De Pree won two
will receive a payment of 9150,000,
Vander Haar.
Gesco previously had been a firsts and Post had two firsts and
vention in Chicago last summer, Kennedy groups under the head,
plus
an
Accomplishment
Grant
of
The board meeting to discussthe witness in the trial of Herman
nosed out at the last minute by "Additional Men of Courage."
t third.
5103,000. Albion College gets a
Missionary Union was held Tues- Grofeau who had been charged
If you want to know what, In
A1 Kletzman, new club president
check of 5138,500.Alma receives
day at the home of Mrs. Gerrit with furnishing beer to a minor handled the show. He replaced
each case, the courage consisted
one
of
182,000. and Acqulnas ColVan Zyl who was assisted by Mrs. (Gesco). At that time Gesco testi- Dean Miller who recently moved
in, yo<t will have to read the book.
lege will receive 569,500.
Ben Lemraen and Mrs. George fied he had not purchased the beer to Texas. Joe Wilbur announced Dies at His
The political episodes *in which
Pipeline
Other Michigan colleges receivSchumaat. Mrs. Maurice Vander at Groleau’s Pee Wee’s Tavern the morning events and Jack De
they figured are described with
John Rozeboom, 61, died unex- ing grants are Emmanuel MisHope College has joined the NaHaar, president,presided over the is Nunica and had never been ic- Witt the afternoonactivities.Mary
vigor and enthusiasm. Obviously
sionary College, 569,000; Hillsdale tional CollegiateAthletic Associameeting, and Mrs. A Rynbrands side the tavern. The trial was DaU Elenbaai registeredthe riders pectedlyat his home, 236 West 16th
the young senator admires political
College,
573,500;
Kalamazoo
Coltion (NCAA), it was announcedtotook charge of the devotional held Jan. 10, and Gesco subse- and Merry Cobb was in charge of St., Saturday afternoon.
courage as the greatest of the
He was bom in Holland to the lege, 583,000;Mercy College, 556, day by NCAA Executive Director
period. A nominating committee quently was charged with perjury refreshments.
cardinal virtues.
000;
Nazareth
College,
550.500;
Walters Byen in Kansas City, Mo.
late Mr. and Mrs. Clarence J.
consistingof Mrs. George Schut- to which he pleaded guilty June
Think it waa warm last week?
Results in order of finish:
The ancients who tint listed
and
Siena
Heights
College,
551,Tht total membershipin the So does the ' poard of Public the cardinal virtues did not make
maat, chairman, Mrs. Donald 7.
Obstacle course — Allan Van Rozeboom and has lived here all 000.
NCAA has now reached an allWieren, Karen De Witt, John Hart- his life. He was employed by BakBrandt, Mrs. Lester Klaasen, Mrs.
The University of Detroit' will time high of 502. The 51-ye«r as- Works which pumped more water such a distinction. They held that
er
Furniture Co. Mr. Roseboom
Eugene Osterhaven and Mrs. Henry
gerink.
laat week through the new pipe- the cardinal virtues, that is the
get the largest check, 5592,000,
Boot race
Roger De Free, was a veteran of World War 1 and followed by Marygrove College sociation now lists 465 colleges and line than ever before.
most important element of good
Wiersma was appointed
univenitlei, ' 25 allied conferences
Bruce Vander Kooi, Karen De had been active in local veterans
Last Friday 5,654,000 gallons of characer, were four in number;
Board members present at the
with
checks
totaling
5377,500.
organizations,having served as
and 12 affiliated associations.
Witt.
water were pumped into the city. justice, prudence, temperance, and
meeting were Mrs. M. Vander
Byen said the Influx of the smal- That’s a record so far for any fortitude. The last named is of
Tennis racket race— Rose Marie commanderof Willard G. LeenHaar, Mrs. Jacob Westerhof, Mrs.
ler institutions into the NCAA is
Brink, Merry Cobb, Karen De houts Post No. 6 of the American
single day since the new pipeline course a synonym for courage.
Henry Mouw, Mrs. Harold De
Legion. He was Chef de Guerrethe major factor in the record enBut so far as can be gathered
Witt.
Fouw, Mrs. Dennis Roelofs, Mrs.
started.
rollment. Since 1950, the AssociaWild horse race — Keith Post, elect of Volture No. 11883 of the
The Rev. and Mrs. Garth Smith
Harold Bussies,Mrs. A. De Young,
An
average day sees from three from the philosophicalwritings of
Holland’s Hotspurs lost their
40 and 8. He also helped organize
tion has recorded 58 per cent mem
of Coloma were dinner guests last
to four million gallona flow Into the encients, those writers usually
Mrs. Edith Walvoord, Mrs. Jacob third straight one-gosldecision Merry Cobb, Mary Knoll.
the American Legion Band and
benhip Increase,with most of the
Balloon
race
—
Ron
Vanden
did not play favorites. Like Sen.
Thursday
evening
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Prins, Mrs. Maurice Snyder, Mrs.
the city. Last week’s figures were:
served as its first president.He
185 new memben being classified
Saturday with a 5-4 setback to the
James Wayer, Mrs. Garrett Van- Grand Rapids Dutch at Riverview Bosch, Karen De Witt, Allen Van was a member of First Reformed Warren DuelL Rev. Smith has in the so-collegedCollege Division Monday. 4,217,000; Tuesday, 3,830,- Kennedy, individuals had their
favorites,' but philosophy as a
Wieren.
beer, transferred from Coloma to
000; Wednesday 4,064,000; Thursday
der Borgh, Mrs. Wallace Nies. Mrs. Park in a soccer game.
group.
whole never decided the question.
Barrell cutting
Keith Post, Church and also was a member- Colon and Leonidas.
A. Rynbrandt, Mrs. Paul Hinkamp,
4,617,000;
Friday
5,654,000;
and
SatThe Hotspurs spotted the win- Karen De Witt, John Hearthorn. at-large of the Knights of Pythias. Mr. and Mrs. Charles King, for- Northern Michigan College in
Perhaps the reason Sen. Kenurdiy3,901,000.
Mrs. Gerrit Van Zyl. Mrs. Ben- ners three goals in the first half
He is survived by his wife, merly of Fennville, arrived here Marquette, Hope football foe this
Musical chairs—Roger De Pree,
nedy chose courage as the "great*
jamin Lemmen and Mrs. George with goals by Vanden Burg. Peihak
What are the prospects for the
Blanche; one son. Paul Rich of
Ben Dirkse, Nita Wilbur.
Tuesday following a visit with fall, is the other Michigan school summer? What If the Sun develops est" virtue was that courage is
Schutmaat. Mrs. John Olthoffand and Huizinga. Holland's Bob
Pony Express race — Karen De Birmingham; one daughter, Mrs. their son, Jack, and family of owing the NCAA this year.
in ita very nature the moat draMrs. Adrian Westenbroek were Warren penetrated the Grand Ra- Witt, Merry Cobb, Clarence Ynte- Austin (Erma) Walker of Holland;
Other MIAA schools belong to s sudden affectionfor the city of matic of the virtues. If the young
Grend Rapids and other relatives
also- present as representatives
of pids goal in the first half and the
four grandchildren; four brothers,
the NCAA are Alms, Albon, Hills- Holland and puta up a real, warm senator waated to write a book
ma.
at Kalamaaoo. Jack went to San
the host church for the Fall Con- teams left the field with Grand
Fred,
Clarence
and
Marinus
of
Holdale an Kalamaaoo. Hope Is also smile?
Pole race — Clarence Yntema,
about the cardinal virtues as avAntonio, Tex., to drive their ear
ference.
land and Joe of Allegan; one sister,
s member of the National Associa- Well, the Board of Public Works emplitied in great Americans of
Rapids leading, 3-1.
Mary Knoll, Keith Post.
for them.
is ready. It o«i pump up to 14
Stivo Barkho opened the second Speed and action— Merry Cobb, Mrs. Peter Kamps of Drenthe.
the past and present, his best bet
Mn. Leon Shepard is a patient tk> of Intercollegiate Athletics(NAmillion gallons a day, If need be. obviously was to describe those
IA).
half for Holland, scoring a diffi- A1 Kietzman, Leon Prins.
Mn. John Brouwer, 71,
at Douglas Hospital.
Hope's tint intentions of joinging "But we don’t think we’d really men who had displayed courage.
cult goal but his efforts were
Mr. and Mn. Joseph Skinner Jr.
the NCAA were reported in The have to use our full capacity. We’d
Succumbs in Hamilton
matched by Hinzinga. Then John
A public man, be he president
have gone to Mayo Bros. Clinic
Sentinel. March 14, 1957.
probably go up to six or seven or congressmanor governor, does
Mrs. John Brouwer. 71, of Ham- Farndalehit pay dirt as the Hot- Civic Auditorium Filled
Admitted to Holland Hospital at Rochester, Minn. They made
million,”eaid Guy Bell, BPW en- not normallly make any hats go
ilton died Friday at her home spurs crept within one point but
the trip by ambulance to MuskeFriday were Mrs. Bertha Vrieling,
gineer.
up Into the air by displaying the
again Huizinga broke through and For Weekly Hymn Sing
followinga lingeringillness.
gon
and
flew to Milwaukee,WIs. Wilferd McMillan, 62,
903 Woodbridge;Mrs. Charles
virtue of justice. Justiceis at best
She is survived by her husband; tallied the fifth Grand Rapids
An estimated 3,100 people filled Ransom. 511 East Michigan, Paw Mr Skinner has been ill four
a cold virtue; in specific cases It
one son, Purlin Tanis; three grand- point.
Of Sprint Lake Dies
months.
the Civic Center Sunday night for Paw; Mr*. Steve Tomovish, 2022
may be much more Important than
sons of Hamilton; two stepchilA strong wind and good goal the fourth hymn sing of the sum- South Shore Dr.; Gerrit Zuverink, Mr. and Mn. Jack Smith of
GRAND
(Special)
courage and It may even Involve
dren, Gerald Nykerk of Holland keeping by Dirkmaatkept the HotBirmingham
visited relatives in
mer season.The Rev. Joseph John, 36 East McKinley, Zeeland; Dennis
courage, but It usually does not
and Mrs. Arthur Hoffman of Ham- spurs away from the Grand Rapids
this area last week. He went home Wilferd McMillan,82, died late
a native Indian Missionary,gave a Bolles, 316 West 28th St.; Richsrd
Saturday afternooa at his home It
ilton; one brother.Henry Lookerse goal for a good share o' the rest
Increase the emotional pulse beat
Saturday leaving his wife for
brief meditation. He was dressed Vander Molen, 391 Chippewa Dr.;
221 Liberty St., Spring Lake, folof Zeeland; one sister, Mrs. Gerrit of the remainingtime but in the
of the millions. The same Is true
Arthur J.
lowing a long Illness.He was bom
Nederveldof Grand Rapids; one closingminutes, Barkho succeed- in native Indian costume.
of prudence and temperance; both
Saugatuck;
Rev. John and bis wife, a docin Allendaletownship Nov. 7, 1894,
aister-in-law, Mrs. Anna Lookerse
of those virtues are likely to win
ded in breaking through for Hol- tor, work among the Lepers in 74 East Eighth St.
ALLEGAN (Spacial)- Fred E. little attentionfrom the public.
and married Mamie Gleason in
of Zeeland.
sponsoring
a
celebration
and
land’s fourth marker.
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
South India in a Leper colony
Nunica June 19, 1918. They moved Nyberg, 64, Allegan city clerk for
Funeral services will be held
Courage of course may be a very
Determinedto win, Holland will known as the Village of the Poor. Mary De Vries, 427 Central Ave.; homecoming Friday, July 5. Beto Spring Lake about 34 years ago. the last 10 years and a lifetime
Monday at 2 p.m. at Hamilton Regreat virtue, and Sen. Kennedy
try again Saturday against the Rev. John said "by the grace of Victor Milton, 122 Putnam St sides street dancing and various
He attended the Spring Lake Bap- residentof the area, died Sunday
formed Church with the Rev.
Grand Rapids Hungarians at God, mqsic and joy have come to Grand Rapids; Mrs. Lloyd Borg- forms of entertainment, a replica tist Church. He was last employ- morning In Allegan Health Center makes out a good case for the
Norman Van Heukelom officiating.
of a Maxwell Street shopping cenRiverview Park at 4 p.m.
examples he gives us. But it is
the south of hundredsof Indians man and baby, 176 West 14th St
ed as a watchman at Oldberg following a heart attack.
Burial will be in Riverside Cemter will be held.
Mrs
Walter
Veurink,
81
East
17th
Originallyt blacksmith and wa- also true that great courage may
who are bodily deformed from
etery, Hamilton. Relatives are
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hicks drove Manufacturing Co., in Grand
gonmaker, he was life insurance be an exemplificationof vice as
leprosy.’’ He said because of the St.1 Diane Veronica Vernon, route
asked to meet in the church base- Five Cars Damaged
to Ann Arbor Tuesday to take their Haven, retiring four years ago due
underwriter from 1923 to 1942. Ten
message of God’s love to sinful 2, Fennville;Rufus Kennedy, New daughter, Marlene,and also Miss to ill health.
ment at 1:45 p.m. In lieu of flowwell as of virtue. Hitler obviously
man India is becoming a progres- Richmond; Mrs. Belle McCarthy, Bonnie Sewers of Saugatuck, Beaidet the wife, he la survived years ago he was elected city clerk many other criminals,
ers the family requests that dona- InHear-End Collision
and, when the new charter be- had great courage, and ao have
tions be made to missionary work .Five cars were extensively sive country. He also mentioned 74 East Eighth St.
where they will attend Girls State by two daughter*, Mrs. Jessie
of the Hamilton Reformed damaged Saturday night on Otta- that the people of Holland have DischargedSaturday were the next ten days.
Underwood of Ypsilsnti and Mrs came effective, was appointed to many other criminals.
Church. Friends may call at the wa Beach Rd. near 152nd Ave., been associated with this village Gerrit Vande Weg. West Olive Mf. and Mrs. Richard Barron William Kline of Spring Lake; the sgme post. He was a member Sen. Kennedy would probably
Langeland Funeral Home Saturday when one stopped and four others for a long time. He closed with the (tranferredto Grand Rapids); and family spent last week at
three sona, Stuart of Grand of the Presbyterian Church.
admit that courage is not necessevening and at the Brouwer home followingdidn’t.
thought of the music and joy that Mrs Cornelius Ver Hage, route 4; cottage owned by Dan Yonker
Haven, Jay of Spring Lake and Survivors include the wife Cora arily the greatest cardinal virtu#
Ottawa County deputies said the conies into a person’s heart when, Mrs Gerald Martinieand baby, Torch Lake, formerly of Fennville HaroM of Eaat Lansing; two sis- and daughter, Mary, at home, two but his book gives that impression.
Sunday afternoon and evening.
sons, Lawrence,Allegan and Raypileup started when Frank Balizo, while "we were undeserving of 3517 Beeline Rd.; Paul Boerigter,
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Becher ters, Mrs. Flora Tuttle of AllenThe only time the moon can 43. Grand Rapids, slowed his car foregiveness, God in His love made 13f West 20th St.; Danny
dale and Mrs. Forest Snyder of mond of Little Rock, Ark., a brothhe eclipsed is when it is a full down to a virtual stop because of
Spring Lake; tour brothers, Dun- er, August of Constantine,two sispossiblefor each of us to have
moon, or new moon, and we can heavy traffic and a rainstorm.
can of St. Ignace, Thomas of Mon- ters, Mrs. Edith Ayers of Kalama- RAIN BIRD GIVES YOU MOftK
this music and joy simply by
Other cars unable to stop were trusting in Jesus as our Saviour."
never see the true new moon.
tana and Charlei and Emeat of zoo and Mrs. Sophia Brooks of
St; Mn. G*r.l<l Ejb.r..
*$•**<*« **
driven by Bernard Laarman, 35,
Allendale,also five grandchildren. Watson, and five grandchildren.
Special music wa* provided by
eoutln.
Nearly one half of the fatal of 367 Gordon St.; Lester Ver- the Rev. John Ha ins, pastor of Feich; Mr,. John Wrchrrt*. .odU.rl
s 9',n* *c‘
home accidentsoccur either in eeke 39, of 163 132nd Ave.; Jack Trinity Reformed Church and the baby, 126 Bait 24th St; Mr«. Jay
iOVIRADI
Van Wieren and baby. 7M
kf*u«h,fr -J,c- Holland Statt Park
Schregardus, 35, of 629 Tennis St.
bedrooms or on stairways.
Hubbell Twine from the Qiildren’s Mrs. Calvin Brink and baby, routa | qualm tt Intwlorhan Muiic Camp
and Louis Andriessen.38, of Grand
Bible Hour. Miss Dorothy Deters,
near Traverse City. She will be Crowded Over Woekend
2; Mrs. Egbert Bareman and baby
Rapids.
regular pianist for the hymn sing,
a counsellor for the season and
Deputies said the only person in14195 James St.
Another warm weekend sent atalso sang a solo. Ken Lewis was
Admitted Sunday were Nell also study music.
jured was seven-month-oldNancy
at the organ and the Rev. Don
Father's Day was a special day tendance totals soaring at HoHand
Eslabroek, Macatawa Park; Mrs.
Vereeke. who was treated at HolBrandt was song leader. Ushers Mary Yntema, 946 Paw Paw Dr.; tor Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Davi- State Park with 56,600 prsons visitland Hospital for minor bruises.
were probided by the Pint Re- Ronnie Rozema. 458 West Main, son when they became grandpar- ing the park. The park was so
CLEVELAND - Rear Admiral
She was a passenger in her faent? of a girl, named Terri-Lee, crowded Sunday that prospective E. H. Thiele, commander of the
formed Church of Holland.
Zeeland.
ther’s car.
Rain Bird gives you more coverDischargedSunday were Mrs. bon. to Pvt. and Mrs. Jamea Davi- swimmers and picnickers had to 9th Coast Guard district here, anage per dollar. Sprinklesevenly son at the Hackley Hospital,Mus- be turned away tor a while.
nounced today that for the current
Robert Propea and baby, 122 West
Verne C. HoU Accepted
COMFORTABLE
full circle or part circle. Faultless
Ninth St.; Mrs. Paul Raggl and kegon. Pvt Davison will report Weekend attendance brought the boating season, the Coast Guard
total so far this year to 480,763. will not require that the all-around
operation . .long wearing., .very
As Holy Orders Candidate baby. TOui« l; Mr,.
AUTOMATIC HEATING
Boston, Mass. His wife A total of 90,250 persons visited white light aft be on the centerline
economical.Literatureon request
ano baby, 499 Graafschap
Announcementwas made Sunday Mrs. Harry Yutta, 928 South Wash- has been living with her parents the park during kat week. Park of motorboats.
IT
at the 11 a.m. service at Grace
at Conklin.
officials issued 229 camping perHowever, this federal requireington (transferred to ButterEpiscopal Church by the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleon Moth are mits last week, bringingthe year’s ment wid be enforced on navigable
Dennis
Bolles,
316
West
worth);
William C. Warner, rector, that
parents of their second ton, bom total to 632.
waters of the United States beginMFG. & SUPPLY CO.
28th St.
Verne C. Hohl has been accepted
Tueaday at the Allegan Health
ning with the next boating season.
Hospital births list a aon, TimP.O. BOX 212
by the Rt. Rev. Dudley Barr Mc- othy Alan, born Friday to Mr. and Centor. He we*hed seven pounds,
Forsome 260 years* after the While this light may be placed
Commercialand Residential
PHONI
EX
ON M-21
Neil, DD, Bishop of Western MichMrs. Lloyd Arnoldink, 335% Col. 15 ounces
tint lottery was held in the Uni- anywhere on the centerlineaft of
Arrange that special busiigan. as a candidate for Holy
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Pearson of
the
mid-length,
it
should
be
as
close
lege Ave.; a daughter, Jacklyn
ted States, in 1614, H wa* a major
ness appointment ot The
Orders. Mr. Hohl plans to enter
Faye, born Saturday to Mr. and San Pedro, Calif., who plan to be method of raising money tor chur- to the stern as possible.
Bief Kelder Air-conditioned
what the Episcopal Church calls
Aomlral Thiele suggests that In
ches and colleges and for the buildwith only nationally adver°
d
the "perpetual diaconate."
ing of roads and other public the interestof safety, motorboat
tised beverages. Open tor
He will continue his secular
owners make this change now.
works.
your conveniencetram noon
work, but will be able to assist
until midnight.
the rector of the parish and the
I Heating • Air Conditioning btrftop of the diocese.He was John Randall, born Sunday to Mr, CoUm. and Ita. Oac. Holton wore
and Mn. John Rook*. 1« Eaat I Wi Osceola.Ind., Monday attending
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AIR CONDITIONERS
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Phons EX 6-7716 & ED 5-S353
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v

unanimously recommended for
a bridal riwwer tor the former’s
Holy Orders by the vestry of 30th St.
granddaughter. Donna Mae Morse.
Grace Church at the June meeting
The Methodist Church is sponMr. Hohl has been studying un- Eta Gamma Chapter
soring open house and reception
der the direction of Fr. Warner for
this Sunday evening, June 23, from
Meets for Box Social
the past two years and hopes to
7 to 9 p.m. for their new minister
complete the necessary prepara- The Eta Gamma Chapter of thalHw Rev. Robert Watt and family
tion m time to be examined by Beta Sigma Phi sorority held a who moved here this week. The
the Examining Chaplainsof the box social Saturday evening at the public k Invited.
diocese sometime this winter.
Howard Poll
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ballo
Serving -as a lay reader for
w..
hMd
many years. Mr. Hohl has taken
supper. Prizes were won by
w*ek ^ Mr' Ind M*1,
charge of the pariah during the
Raith, John Du Mez and Mrs.
rector'sabsence. He is a vestryBowling wa* also Mrs. Louis Jsmme, two daughman and has served as secretary vin Van Dyke,
ters and one son of Albuquerque,
for five years. He is also a mem- enjoyed by the group.
wetk*
Those attending were Mr and|N- Mber of the executive council of the
mnd
their mother and grandmothDiocese. He is art directorof the Mrs. O. M Raith, Mr.
Mn, ar, Mrs Amanda Moeller. Mr
Robert Van Dyke,, Mr. and
De Free Co.
will arrive in two weeks
AMn Van. Dyke, Mr. and Mrs Jamroe
and the family will travel through
Japanese infant? are usually Martin Barth, Mr and Mrs. John the eastern states.
cared for by an older sister, who R. Du Mez, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
The Past Noble Grands club held
while at play, carries the baby lin Bronson and Mr. and Mr* their final meeting of the season.
strapped on her hack, a way in Howard Poll.
Mrs. Carl Walter, president,preThe next time the group will sided at the business meeting
which she may be obliged to asfist her mother after reaching meet will be for the children’swhich followed the 6:30potluck
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party at Kollen Park, July 17
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Modam

Gam*
Allays

.
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supper. Newly elected officers are:
president,Mrs. Frank Keag; vice
president,Mrs. Norman Kee; secretory, Mrs. Otto Thom**; treasurer, Mrs. Richard J o n a t h a s.
Nomas of secret pals were revealed with a gift and new name*
were drawn.
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PassingiT

hiarei

Ktebtlle Smeenge, 40, of 558
Pinecrest Ave., Sunday was treated for facial Mceretlons it Holland
Hospital after a car In which she
was a passenger driven by Ralph
Smeenge, 38, and a car driven by
Harlan Bouman, 36, of 654 Hazelbank Rd. collidedon River Ave.,
near Howard Ave. Deputies said
damage to the two cars was esti-

mated

it 9250.

—
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HONEYMOONING

—

Newlyweds Dr. and
Mrs. Franken Okhuysen of the Netherlands
made a tour through Holland Hospital Friday
during their visit here. Dr. Franken is shown
NOW —

THEIR 'ONCE A YEAR LAKE' PAYS OFF

—

For the last four

years, Ed Schelb and Jack Spreitzer of Allegan, have been fishing

Wetmore, a small, inaccessiblelake north of Allegan, just once
each year, on opening day. This year they really hit the jackpot
on their annual visit. The 10 big bass, ranging from 12 to 20
inches in length and from 2 to 434 pounds in weight,were caught
in four hours, June 15.

This is how the seven members of the

Mr. Neil Stroop, Miss

Julia Kuite,

and Mr.

Holland High class of 1907 looked Thursday
when they met in Douglas for a reunion. Front
row left to right, they are; Mrs. Kate (Steketee) Knutson, Mrs. Anna (Kimpton)Vender
Veere and Mrs. Laura (McClellan) Winstrom.

J.W. De Vries. Five other survivingmembers of
the class who were absent at the reunion are
Mrs. Fernelle (Allen) Babcock, Mrs. Mabel
(Hicks) Frazer, Mr. Richard Wiersema, Mrs.
Mabel (Oakes) Turl, and Mrs. Jeanette (Knooi-

Back row left to right, are: Mr. Ernest Kremers,

huizen)

Muyskens.

the fifth and Ernie Prins in the
sixth for the Co. D hits.
Wierda struck out 11 and Kraai

VFWandZoerhoff

%

Moose

4-11 004

R H K
11 1
0 2-4

0-13

(Sentinel photo)

-k -k

+

in

Honeymoon

A

honeymooning couple from
The Netherlands,is spending one week of their three-month
trip to the United States in HolTilburg,

Patrols Slated

Big Celebration

land.

Forlaketown

Dr. and Mrs. Franken Okhuysen

0Ratteries:Schutt and Veldman;
Beiens and Hudzik.
000 000

it

Holland

(Sentinel photo)

Line scores:

VFW

.

Dutch Couple Including

10

Record Shutouts

it it

Engaged

receivinga receiptfrom Mrs. Wilbur Brown for
a contribution he made to the hospital in
memory of Dr. Abraham Leenhouts.

are staying at the George Pelgrim

Set for July

4

State police will provide frequent
residence at 1425 South Shore Dr.
In Softball
patrols of Laketowntownship roads
Willard G. Leenhouts post No. 8,
While here, they donated money American Legion, is making plans
R H E leading to Lake Michigan during
to Holland Hospital in memory of
The VFW. still angered over its Zoerhoff (KM) 012 0—3
the summer resort season, it was
1
for the annual Fourth of July celeDr. Abraham Leenhouts. Mrs. Pelfirs: setback Monday night, took
promised at a meet.ng of the
Cc.
000 000 0-0
3
bration at Legion Memorial Park.
grim's father and a former doctor
over its revenge Thursday with a
Batteries:Kraai and Vork, Wier- township board and enforcement
This public event has been held
at the hospital.
13-d clobbering of the Moose in ! da and Berens.
officials Friday night in the townfor many years, and is designed
Use of the house is a wedding
City Softball action while Zoerhoff
ship hall. Such patrols were remainly to keep local folk close to
present from the Pelgrims who
Builders,who turned the trick on
quested by the board in an effort
home and off the busy highways.
have
been
friends
for
10
years
of
the Vets, blanked Co. D. 3-0 at
to eliminatedrinking and disorderPlans call for a big fireworks
Dr. Franken’s parents.
Var Tongeren Field.
ly conduct at Laketown Township
display, a speaker, a concert by
Dr. Franken plans to renew old
Miss Marilyn Joyce Klomparens
park and other shore properties.
the American Legion Band, and
The shellacking was the worst
acquaintances here which he made
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gordon
Klomfavors and attractions for the chilTrooper Lloyd Hallman of the
administered in softball play this
when he came to Holland as a boy dren.
year and most of it was done in
South Haven state police post met parens of 272 East 32nd St. anto visit the Holland Aniline Co.,
the first couple of innings. Hog
Members of the Junior Chamber with the board at Friday’s meet- nounce the engagement of their which his father built. The senior Dale Van Lente is serving as
general chairman. Alden J. Stoner
Schutt. Vet pitcher, helped the of Commerce Auxiliary enjoyed a ing. Supervisor John H. Scholten daughter, Marilyn Joyce, to John
Franken later returned to The
is arranging for fire works and
cause by allowing the Moose just potluck- picnic Thursday evening served as chairman. Others pre- Van Huis, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Netherlands because of sickness in
two hits.
at Kamp Kiwanis. Mrs. Don Gil- sent were Earl Haney. Herman John J. Van Huis of 115 West 16th the family. Althoughthe Holland Ch<trles B. Clarke isprogram chairman. Other chairmen are Albert E.
Hog Beckman, lanky rightfield- crest planned the menu and Mrs. Bouws, Justice Gordon Van Putten, St.
factory has since burned down,
Van Lente. tickets; Del Koop, prizer. whose error Tuesday allowed William Layman was in charge of Harold Den Uyl, Arthur Lubbers
the Frankens now have two factor
es; Louis B. Dalman, grounds.
the Zoerhoff run, got back at him- recreation.Husbands of the mem- and Clerk Don Blaauw.
ies in The Netherlands.
The board was given assurance
self with a first inning home run bers were guests and provided enDr. Franken spent his internship
with the bases loaded. Jay Hoff- tertainment for the evening by that any citizen may call the state
at St. Canisius Ziekenhuis HospiAdmitted to Holland Hospital tal in Nymegen. It was there he Man Found Guilty
man, A1 Glupker and Jerry Kok demonstrating their skill at volley- police post whenever need arises
bah.
were on the sacks.
and law enforcementfor all citi- Thursday were Meredith Meyer, met his bride, a surgical nurse. Of Felonious Assault
6317 40th Ave,; Mrs. William Van The couple plan to tour hospitals
Then in the second, two hits, It was announced that the organ- zens is assured.
__________
„ ..
......Me
including
a double
by IWIV.
Kok. nilll
and n
a Nation had received the third
The state police patrols will be Blois. 2634 West 10th St.; Mrs. as well as pharmaceutical factor- GRAND HAVEN Special)couple walks, two errors and a P|acf award in the Michigan JCC in addition to regular servicesof Peter J. Paulus. 154 East 21st ies in the United States. In Hol- After deliberatingfor an hour anc
St.; Edward Hansen, route 3, Alle- land they will visit Willis A. Dieke- a quarter, a Circuit Court jurj
wild pitch, produced four more AuxUiary Scrapbook competition. the sheriff'sdepartment.
gan. Murton Lankheet,route 3; ma. whose father they knew as Friday afternoon found Frederic!
Vet runs. Gord Hulst singled, stole The book was submitted in the
Victor Milton,122 Putnam St., SW, ambassador to The Netherlands, Minor Crockett,25, route 2, Sprinj
second, took third on a wild pitch i ca,eS<>ryof Community Service,
Mrs. F. Bale Dies
Grand Rapids.
and the De Free Pharmaceutical Lake guilty of felonious assault
and .scorer on How Glupkerssingle ar,d covered three of rhe groups
Crockett was remanded to the coui>
Discharged Thursday were Co.
projects this past season. Projects At Douglas Hospital
for the third inning run.
James Van Duren, 176 West 26th
The Frankens arrived in New ty jail without bond and sentence
The final four markers came in included were sponsorship of the
SAUGATUCK (Special* — Mrs. Thomas Gaines. 214 East 17th St; York on June 5. Their first trip will be imposed July 8 at noon,
the sixth. Jay Hoffman poked a polio dance, co-sponsorshipof the
homer with Vern Vande Water on Mothers' March on Polio and pro- Florence Bale, 73. of 419 St. Jo- St.; Mrs. Marvin Stewart and was to Reading,Pa., where they The alleged offense took place
base for two runs while a single vision of food and gifts to a fam- seph St., Saugatuck, died late baby. 88 East Eighth St.; Mrs. visited a cousin of Dr. Franken March 20 at Zig's Bar-B-Q at the
by How Glupker drove in A1 Giup- ily at Christmas. Mrs. Paul DeKok Thursday evening at Douglas Thomas Gaines, 214 East 17th St.; and bought a car. They stopped junction of US-31 and M-104 ir
Harold Simpson, 566 Elm Dr.; at Niagara Falls on their way to Spring Lake Township near the
kc-i. for the third run. and Beck- a, id Mrs. Gordon Cunningham pre- Hospital followinga short illness.
pared
the
entry.
Mrs
Vearly Coffman and baby, Holland and plan to continue on state police post. Crokett allegedly
She
was
born
in
Douglas
and
man. who was safe on a fielders
Mrs. Cunningham and her hus- lived in Fennville most of her 227 North Division Ave.; Mrs. to the West Coast Tuesday and inflicted knife wound in the
choice was forced home when losing pitcher Joe Berens walked band. JCC President Gordon Cun- life, until 1947 when she moved Henry Geurink, route 5; Mrs. Wil- then back to the East by way of stomach of James Edward Veach,
ningham. will leave Monday with to Saugatuck. She attended Sau- liam Rhoda and baby, 418 Col- Florida.
25, Spring Lake, after the pair gol
Schutt.
other Jaycees and wives to attend gatuck Congregational Church and lege Ave.; Mrs. William Shea and
"The
United
States
is a wonder- into an argument. Veach was first
How Glupker paced the 11-hit
Mrs. Terry D. Vonde Water
baby. 1194 Centennial St.. Zee- ful place,” Dr. Franken stated, taken to MunicipalHospital and
attack with three hits while Hoff- the National Convention in Mil- was active in the Ladies Aid.
(Joel's photo)
She is survived by one son, land: Mrs. Jimmy Santiago and "the people are gentle, hospitable, later transferred to Butterworth
man and Beckman had two safe- waukee June 25-27.
George of Saugatuck;two grand- baoy, 183 East 16th St.; James and understanding." He said that Hospital in Grand Rapids, and
ties and Lee Veldman. A1 GIudsons. Jerry and William, both of Christie,route 2, Fennville; Mrs. the courtesy on American roads was released April 5, 1957.
ker Kok and Hulst had one each.
License Restored
Henry Banger. 200 East 16th St.; amazed him. While drivingthrough A detainer is in the hands ol
Saugatuck; one great grandson.
Jas De Vries and Bill Zyeh
GRAND HAVEN (Special t Mrs. Belle McCarthy, 74 East Canada, the honeymoonershad a the sheriff from Crockett’sparole
made the Moose hits. Schutt struck
Perd Reynolds, 42. Coopersville.
Eighth St.; Mr. arid Mrs. Jess flat tire. They had four offers of officer,as Crockett was paroled
out 11 men.
was restored his operator'slicense Miss Arlene Eby Reveals
Burchfield. 354 West 21st St.; aid, one from a state policeman, from Ionia last Aug. 14, after
for business purposes only in CirJames Wiersma, route 1, East during the half hour it took to serving a term for breaking and
A p.uhers duel followed in the cur Court Friday. He allegedly Plans for July Wedding
change the tire.
Orange blossoms, daisies, palms | gilt room. Mr. and Mrs James'
Saugatuck.
entering in the night time.
second game with A1 Kraai and
lo'-i his license March 20. 1957, folThe Frankens also were sur- The jury will return Monday
and candelabra formed the setting ' Var.de Wege Jr. served at the1
Hospital births include a son.
MLss
Arlent
Eby,
daughter
of the
Doug Wierda each allowing only lowing his arrest for drunk driving
late Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Eby Paul John, born Thursday to Mr. prised by the American super mar- morning, when a trespass casa
in Central Park Reformed Church | pu"c* howl Oth<>rs who served at: three hits.
May 1. 1956. He had previously of 54 West 12th St., announces her and Mrs. Paul Raggl, route 1, kets. "Everything is so handy brought by the Hartford Fire Inat 8 p.m. Friday evening lor the
Mi!scs! But the first hit Wierda gave
,
I Marianne
Kuipers, Judv Dorn up came in the fifth and sailed been arrested and convicted of engagement to Donald Buitendorp, West Olive; a daughter, Cynthia packed." they said, "in The Neth- surance Co. against Leo Toogood,
erlands there a r e n’ t so many
diunk driving in April. 1946. He is
double ring ceremony uniting Miss! Rath) Boeve, Jan Ei kwmlen and
•ah the left field fence for a employed as an engineer in con- sou of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Louise, born Thursday to Mr. and canned foods. Also hot dogs and will be heard.
Mary Jo Oonk and Pfc. Terry
Zwemer
Mrs
Leon
Conklin,
457
Gordon
Buitendorp of 1044 Apple Ave.,
homer for Glen N'ykamp.
nection with installation of sound Muskegon
Vande Water in marriage.The The bride's mother wo:, a li h:
St.; a daughter, Donna Faye, born hamburgs aren't so popular.”
Wierda
gave
up
two
hits in the
equipment in Grand Rapids and
In a sense the newlyweds are Vacation Bible School
rites were solemnized by the Rev p.nk linen sheath dress w:,h match-'
The
wedding is being planned for Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
.< xth and thev both cost him runs.
renewing
a tradition. Many years
claims
his
work
includes
travel
to
Propes. 122 West Ninth St.; a son.
‘ jn>.ln8,
iirr' accessoriesand a corsage of|
A s.ngle to Guite Van Langevelde Jackson. Lansing. Benton Harbor, mid-July. Mr. Buitendorp's uncle,
ago Dr. Franken'sparents spent Program Completed
Mark
Lewis,
born
Friday
to
Mr.
the
Rev.
Alyle
Schutter.
will
perMr8D|C°rnfllUS
°fluh,,pros0s- The mother of the brought home Terry Kraai. who
LuJington and Mackinac Island.
form the ceremony in the Re- and Mrs. Raymond Miles. 521 their honeymoon in a cottage on The Daily Vacation Bible Schoc
en'ts «fir?hpahniaCetire ,h° Par' croom phosp
blue rhif'onl had doubled, and Bob Vork. who
---------- f
Lake Macatawa.
sponsored by Christ Memorial Re
fo med Church of Herkimer.N Y. East Eighth St.
thi snn f
d(,'a M ?rTm 15 nross S,ie wore white ac,ess0ries was safe on an error.
More than 99 per cent of the A wedding trip will be taken to
6 i0I!r0 Mrf and Mrs’ Te no land a white nose corsage
Zeeland Hospital
formed Church and Montello Par!
Con Boeve singled in the first : air at sea level is composed of , New York City and the New EngVande Water of 197 East Ninth St. | The new Mrs Vande Water
Births at Zeeland Hospital re- Miss Ardith Wyrick
Christian Reformed Giurch cor
wiiuc Newt Lmmink hit safely in I oxygen and nitrogen.
cently includea son. Michael Lee,
1 land states.
eluded its two-week program Fri
fhKSC
fh'in"ed,0 a f>owd‘-“rblue tatloredj
length gown of chantilly lace with a : cotton dress with white ar , ...... os'1
day.
born June 11 to Mr. and Mrs. Feted With Showers
swtep train. The gown was dr- jane a corsage o' white ros,-s ol-!
Harold Kapenga of Franklin St.,
Ronald Brown, student summe
Miss Ardith Wyrick was feted
signed with bouffantskirt and high Mo ving the reception.Slip and her1
Zeeland; a son, Mark Alan, born
pastor of Christ Memorial Re
.
neckline with a scooped effect A husband have Koth completed-wo
June 11 to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon a* a miscellaneous shower at the formed Church, was director of thi
home om Mrs. Sid Koster of 34 Bible School.Music was under thi
Volkers of 29 South JeffersonAve.,
Tlh0d latj h[,d hPr,.vcar,at Hope College Thov wl
West 33rd St. Tuesday evening. direction of Mrs. Earl Vandei
fingertip veil, she carrieda bouquet
in Oivmpia Wash after ' ,<v
Zeeland; a son, Daniel Lee, born
of white earn a Lions, snapdragons jfl. The groom is stationeda- K,„
June 11 to Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hostesses were the Mesdames Bosch. The average daily attend
Clifford Koster, Floyd Koster and
ano roses. Her strand of
!S wash
ance was 144.
Steenwyk of Zeeland;
son,
Sid Koster.
pearls was a g ft of the groom.
Christian Dale, born June 12 to
Teachers were the Mesdame
Guests included the Mesdames Anthony Klingenberg, W i 1 i a n
Miss Patsy Oonk, sister of the
....
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Geerlings of
John
Koster.
Harrs
Koster,
Albride, was maid of h^nor. Brides- tag/es Auxiliary Has
route 1, Zeeland;a son, Richard
Wierda, Harold Lambers, Ei
vin Koster. Herbert Koster. Earl
maids were Miss Bonnie Vande
Jay, born June 12 to Mr. and Mrs.
Schierbeek, Glen Rypma, Gar:
Water, sister of the groom, and Regular Meeting
Richard Dlemer of route 2, Hol- Nieboer. Kenneth Hulst, Henry Slenk, Lewis Wierda, William
James
Slager
and
Ray
Bekius
and
Mist Carol Cook. Thev wore identi- 1 i
land; a daughter, Kathy Lynn,
Slagh, Don Hoek, Lyle Snyder
the Misses’ Mickey Wyrick, Car- Ernest Post, Jr., Gene Vandt
cat gowns of turqu^sc chantillv
' aT'a'°remirmh0'S •U0'(’ pre'
born June 12 to Mr. and Mrs. Delolyn Koster and Patty Koster.
lace and net. fashioned with cap
81 a ^ular meet.ng o' .he
ton Wiersma of Spring -Lake.
Vusse and Garrell Adler.
sleeves, scoop neck and lace bo- heic
T"in?
A son/ Norman Scott, born June Miss Wyrick was also honored
with a personal shower June 13.
dice. The floor-lengthnet
the lodge hall. Mrs. tannic
13 to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Taylor
If was held at the home of Mrs. Remanded Back
were adorned with side panels of Parriue. president was in charge
of routed 1, Zeeland; a son, Danny
of the meeting
lace. Their headpieces were of turGRAND
(Special) Jay, born June 13 to Mr. and Ray Bekius with 15 guests attendMrs. Lucille Rolfs, past presiquOiSe net. The bridal attendants
“ ........
1
Mrs. Donald Ulberg of Hudson- ing. A linen shower was held at Thc case of Lewis H. Claflin, £
Ihc home of Mrs. Henry Van Spring Lake, charged with groa
carried colonial bouquets of blue|?h
pro"('n,Pda
ville; a daughter, Diane Ruth,
by the president afand white carnations.K c n n 1 y n the auxiliary
lary by
nf.
born June 13 to Mr, and Mrs. Kampen, 115 West 28th St., on indecency, has been remande
June 6. The hostess was assisted back to Grand Haven Municipi
Vande Water, sister of the groom, ter which Mrs. Marie Huizenga.
Kenneth Behrepdt of 430 Lakeshore
by
Mrs. Gifford Koster.
was flower girl. She wore a floor- secretary, presentedMrs Rolfs
Court for examination upon it
Dr., Holland; a son, Bryan Howwiih the past president'spin, a
Miss Wyrick will become * the quest of Randall M. Dekker, court
length gown of white net and tafard, born June 14 to Mr. and Mrs.
certificateand plaque.
bride
of
Melvin
Koster
June
28.
feta with matchingheadpie c. She
appointed attorney from Zeeland
Verne Brower of Dorr; a daughLunch was served by thc birthcarried a basket of rose petals
The alleged offense involvinga 14
ter, Loma Kay, born June 14 to
J:m Boeve asssisted the groom day committeeincludingthc MosMr. and Mrs. Peter Stellard of Methodist Ladies Bible
year-old boy occurred Oct. 15 o
darnes Mae De Witt. Stella Kay
as best man. Paul Van Kolkcn and
Nov 15, 1956, in Spring Lak
route 1, Allendale;a daughter,
and Bernice Hildebrand.
Stuart Post Were groomsmen and
Lorie Ann, bom June 15 to Mr. Class Holds Final Meet
township. Claflin pleaded not gull
Winning prizes for cards were
Bobbie Nuismcr was junior groomsand Mrs. Cornelius De Koster of
ty when arraigned in Circuit Oour
The Ladies Bible Class of the May 29 and asked the court to ap
man. Danny Oonk and Richard the Mesdames Minnie Vander Bie,
182 Elwill Ct„ Holland; a daughFirs* Methodist Church met at the
Den Uyl seated the guests. Tim- Jeanette Raffenaud, Alvina Ritterter, Margaret, bom June 16 to
point an attorneyfor him at counts
my Boeve, ringbearer,wore dark by. Bertha Driy.,Mae De Witt and
Mr. and Mrs. Juliu* Johnson of home., of Mrs. Herman Damson, expense.
Nellie Israels.
187 West Ninth St., Friday evening
trousers and a white dinner jacket.
212 Alpine Ave., Zeeland.
for their final meeting of the SeaHe carried the rings on a velvet
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Short Circuit

Mrs. Leon Sandy, organist,acGRAND HAVEN (Specia.i companied Miss Anita Van Lente
One of the glasses in the water
and "The Lord’s Prayer."
fountainin Centra! Park was brokMrs. Melvin Vande Water was
en by a group of youngsters Frimistress of ceremonies at the reday afternoon,which developed a
ception for 150 guests held in the
shp-t circuit. It was necessary for
church basement. The Misses Bca
me fire departmentto drain all
Vanden Brink, Marianne Wildschut, the water from the fountain beVirginia Tellman and Donna Hoofore if could be repaired by thc
gerhyde were in ebarge of the city crew,

Marriage Licenses
Leo De Jong, 21, and
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DeVries, Neal Stroop, Mable Oaks, Julia Kuite

$yrUS Honsen' Jeanettf Knooihuizen;Cornii

Mrs. Damson conducted devo- GRAND HAVEN (Special)- j
Esther tions and Mrs. S. P. Eakley pre- hearing has been set for June 2
Schuitema, 18, both of Hudsonville; sided at the ^business meeting. at 9:30 a.m. on a petition *filei
Charles W. Winters, 32, route 1, Plans were made for a potluck in Circuit Court by Restiiwn Mem
West Olive and LaVerne L. Fox, picnic to be held at Kollen Park orial Gardens against the boan
18, Grand Haven; Vernon Bolling, in July.
of appeals of Holland township
29, Spring Lake, and Monell BeaDuring the social hour, Mrs. H. The hearing is show cause wtr
trice Brant, 20, Grand Haven.
R. Miller was in charge of game*. a peremptorywrit of mandamm
Mrs. Eakley and Mrs. Thomas should not be approved requfrini
Swiss alphoms, made to signal Kane won prizes. Miss Claudia
aefendant to permit developmen
between mountain peaks, are as Thompson assisted the hostess in of certain property in HoUanc
much as 18 feet long.
•oniat afreshments.
township for cemetery purposes.
i
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Graduate of Hope

Mannes-De Weerd Vows Spoken

1»57

Named

Vets Continue

Committee

Elected Leader

Tied for First;

To Report Back

OfHkliiganC.E.

Fords Blank Co.

Others Also

D

Vitkin 30

At 68th ConventioD

Church

Takes His Oath

Days

Roland J. Aussicker,teacher ini
the Holland public schools, was
In a special meeting luting 46
minute* Saturday, 40 minutes sworn In Tuesday as probation
officer of the Holland Municipal
of which wu spent In a commitCourt at ceremonies in court chamtee-of-th#-whole session, City Coun-

Tne Vets are back to their old
tricks of winning one-run games
as they nipped Suburban Motors,
2-1 Tuesday night in City Softball
League action at Van Tongeren

Mined

Probation Officer

bers on the third floor of City Hall.
The ceremony took place at a
committee to study sites for the
Joan Pyle of Zeeland, a Hope
court sessionopened by the court
Barber Fords, although only able
county branch building in Holland
College graduate who has been
officer. Municipal Judge Cornelius
to collect two hits off Harv Berand report back In 30 days.
teaching in Spring Lake for the
.vender
Meulen gave a brief talk
ens. took advantage of errors and
Specifically, the motion calls for
last two yean, was elected presiblanked Co. D, 3-0 in the other
a committeeof five, one of whom after which Earnest C. Brooks ot
dent of the Michigan ChristianEnHolland, state correctionscommlscontest.
is to be the chairman of the Plandeavor Unon Saturday h) conFive straighttimes this season,
ning Commission plus four mem- siontr, delivered Aussicker'scomnection with the 69th annual state
before being stopped by a similar
bers of Council, appointed by the mission. Judge vander Meulen then
convention in Third Reformed
margin, the VFW recorded one-run
mayor with the advice and con- conducted the swearing-in cereChurch.
mony and City Manager Herb Holt
decisions. The Tuesday victory
sent of Council.
Woldonor Zydyczyn
Miss Pyle, who has been active
kept the ex-soldiers tied with WlerAfter the motion passed, Mayor gave a brief talk. Aussicker'sduin the Golden Chain Christian Enda Upholstery for first place.
Robert Vlsscher appointed the tour ties will begin July 1.
deavor Unkm, succeeds Robert
The new position as part-time
Winning pitcher R o g Schutt
Councilmen members
follows:
Nykaihp of Holland, a student at
John Bellman, chairman, Robert probation officer was instituted this
singled in the third inning. He
Western TheologicalSeidinary.NyJ. Kouw, Henry Steffens and year after Judge vander Meulen
came ail the way around on a
kamp was unable to attend the
Ernest Phillips. Willard C Wichers has been pointing out needs for
three-baseerror by the catcher of
four-day annual convention in HolIs chairman of the Holland Plan- such services for a long period.
Leo Veldman’sbatted ball.
land this week because he is filling
Ausaleker who hat been teachning Commission.
Lee Veldman scored the winning
a summer preaching appointment
All members were present with ing in Juthor High School the past
tally in the fifth.He walked, stole
A two-year-oldUkranian(Polish)
Other officers follow: first vice
Roland J. At
second, took third on a wild pitch boy living in West Germany has the exception of Raymond Holwer- year will teach high school classes
president, Harold Van’t Hof, Grand
next term. He received a B. S. de- for the MclnerneySpring and Wire
and scored on Jay Hoffman’s been financially "adopted,,by Mr. da.
Rbpids; second vice president, John
Mayor Vlsscher explained brief- gree from Weatern Michigan Col- Co. In Grand Rapids, and from
single
and Mrs. William R. Hornbaker,
Kleinheksel, Holland;correspondAH Kraai put the Motors ahead 367 West 20th St., through Foster ly at the beginning of the meeting lege in Kalamazoo an a M. A. de- January to September In 1952 ha
ing secretary, Gerde Loyk, Detroit;
that two plans had been advanced, gree in personnel and guidance was personnel directorat St
in the second inning with a double. Parents’ Plan, Inc.
recording secretary,Eris Dalman,
He moved to third on a wild The "adopted son" is Waldemar one to designate the city parking from the University of Michigan. Mary's Hospital in Grand Rapids.
Hudsonville; treasurer,
Aussicker, 34, is married and He then became assistant salariea
pitch and scored on Jack Lamar's Zydyczyn whose parents are un- lot behind City Hall on 11th St.
Horning, Detroit; unified finance,
for the branch building site, and ha* three children. The family personnel supervisorat the Fisher
double.
able to work and whose only inBetty Higgins, Grand Rapids.
Suburban outhit the winners, 5-3, come is a Public Assistance grant the other to ask the county to re- lives at 626 Central Ave. They are Body division in Grand Rapids. Ha
and Mrs. Hermon Monnes
New department superintendents
with Lamar getting two safeties of $35 monthly. The only furniture apply for a buildingpermit to con- affiliated with the Christian , Re- also worked In personnel at Hol(Joel's photo)
land Color and Chemical Co. bestruct the facility on the original formed Church.
Miss Elaine De Weerd and Her- best man. Ushers were Alvin J. for the losers. Les Nyenhuis, How in the small room and kitchen
location on 12th St. the site of the
After four years with the U. S. fore teaching the past semester in
man Mannes were married June De Weerd and Jerry De Weerd, Gnippen and Kraai had the other where the family live is two beds,
hits. Jay Hoffman had two hits a child's bed, an old army ward- Wagner and Ferris homes. The Naval Reserve, . Aussickertaught tht E. E. Fell Junior High School
20 in the Harderwyk ChristianReparking lot which has 82K feet of at Grand Rapids South High School
both of Holland. Mrs. Chester Van for the winners and Schutt the
In his new assignment, Aussicker
formed Church. The double ring
robe a cupboard,a table and frontage oolnclces with the two
from 1949 to 1951. In 1951 and will handle all casaa referred to
Appledorn,
organist,
accompanied
othei
safety.
ceremony was performed by the
two chairs. Waldemar’sfather was
propertieson West 12th St which 1952 he was employment manager him out of Municipal Court
Rev. Carl G. Kromminga of Grand Mrs. Kolean who sang "Hold
a prisoner in a German Concen- al*i. have a total of 82ft feet. The
Rapids before a setting of palms, Thou Our Hands" and "The Lord’s One run in the first inning and tration camp during the war and
exchange would involve the
ferns, candelabra and a flowered Prayer." Miss Henrietta Diekevers two more in the second gave the was injured when a shell exploded.
county's deeding to the city the
ard Miss Marion Morren of Grand Foros their win over Co. D.
Under the Plan the Hornbakersproperty on 12th St. in case the
arch
Vern
Hop
was
safe
on
a
fieldRapids
let
the
candles.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and
will contribute $15 a month toUth St. parking lot were selected.
A reception for 100 guests was er’s choice in the first inning and wards Waldemar's support for at
Mis. Raymond De Weerd of 1145
But this proposal never came to
Lakewood Blvd. The groom is the held in the church basement. Mr. scored on a triple by How Schutt. least on* year. Of this sum, the a motion.
Ned
Freriks
led
off
the
second
son of George Mannes and the ard Mrs. Hillis Timmer were maschild receives $9 each month as
Councilman Henry Steffens o#
late Mrs. Jenny Mannes of Denver. ter and mistress of ceremonies witr a single and came home on an outright cash grant. The rethe second ward who lives In the
Sixty 4-H members from Ottawa Gerry Kleyenberg,county nurse,
two
consecutive
errors.
How
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dale
Reimink
mainder
is
made
up
of
periodic
Colo.
immediate area proposed the com- County registeredat Camp Potts in in charge of the health proThe bride, who approachedthe were in charge of the gift room. Bosch was safe on a fielder’s food and new clothing packages.
mittee idea, particularlysince he wattomie Monday 'in the second gram and assists during the swimaltar on the arm of her father, Miss Joyce Beelen and Marvin choice and scored on an error.
Foater Parents’ Plan is a nonhad misgivingson special meetings week of the summer 4-H activities. ming periods.
Schutt
and
Freriks
picked
up
wore a floor - length gown of im- Dreyer were at the punch bowl
profit, non-sectarian,independent,
of this type In which decisions Last week 58 attended camp and
Parents were guests Monday evethe only hits off Harv Berens government-approved
relief organported lace and French tulle over arid Miss Til Bolkema poured.
The bride changed to a cham- while the Guards made four safe- ization which provideschildren who often are made on the spur of the 40 are expected to participatein ning at a potluck supper as the
slipper satin. The molded bodice
moment
the activities next week.
opening activities of camp. They
was designed with long tapering pagne-coloredembroidered sheath. ties off How Bosch. Vern Boer- are orphaned, distressed, or otherHis original motion for a comA program of handicraft,sports will call for the children after
sleeves and a sequin embroidered She wore a straw hat with tan- sen hit safely twice and Ernie wise made destitute with care, edmittee of five provided for the ap- and other activities has been plan- supper Thursday.
mandarin collar. The full tulle skirt gerine velvet crown, champagne Prince and Irv Boersma got one ucation,and moral support.
An Innovationat the eamp this
The Plan has rehabilitatedmore pointment at the next regular meet- ned by 4-H Club Agent WiRls S.
featured appliques of lace medal- and black patent leather access- hit each.
Boss for the week and also will year are the three new housing
Line scores
than 76,000 children since its found- ing of Council, together with the
lions and a circular train. Her fing- ories. The newlyweds will reside
Joan Pyle
R
E * ing in 1937. It is now helping IV provision that the committee not include a cookout and camp fire units which have been erected for
ertip veil of French silk illusion at 635 East Florida, Denver, Colo,
follow: devotional and assistant, appliqued with sequins and lace after July L
Fords ...... 120 000 0-3
2
000 youngsters in Greece, South consider any sites previously re- on Wednesday and a conservation the girls, funds for which were apMarlene Thomas of Saginaw and medallions-was held by a sequin The new Mrs. Mannes is a gradCo. D ..... 000 000 0-0
3
Koiea, Italy, Western Germany, jected by Council or the Board of trip. Mrs. Grace Vander Kolk, propriated by the board of superHome Demonstration visors.Each building is 20 by 11
Hope De Jonge of Zeeland; adult and pearl encrustedlace headpiece. uate of Pine Rest School of NursBatteries: Bosch and Freriks; France, Belgium, and a new pro- Appeals. He later amended this
Agent, also is in charge at the feet, constructedof cement blocks
counselor, Neil Wallace, Detroit; She carried a colonial bouquet.
ing in Grand Rapids. She is em- H. Berens and J. Berens.
ject in Viet Nam to help children to mean specifically, the Uth St.
Junior superintendent and assist- The maid of honor. Miss Anetie ployed as recreationaldirectorat
R
E suffering from the IndoChinaWar. site, the site at 12lfi and River camp. However this week she is with cement floors and flat roots,
ant, Ruth Cole of Grand Rapids, De Weerd of Ann Arbor, wore a the Bethesda Sanatoriumin Den«nd the Little Netherlands site. attending a- conference of Nation- aluminum windows and natural
Suburban .. 010 000 0—1'
3
and Mary Zwyghulzenof Hudson- wa’tz-length gown of white vel- ver. 'Rte groom attended Calvin VFW ...... 001 010 x-2
Mayor Vlsscherwas responsibleal Home Agents in St. Louis, Ma knotty pine fronts.Each cabin
0
Assistingas couselorsduring the houses 10 campers, as waH as a
ville; high school superintendent
for phruing the new motion deletBatteries: Holstege and Rietveray over aqua taffeta. The gown College and ColoradoUniversity.
Patty Vanderbeek of Holland; high
ing the site. Steffens previously three weeks of camp are Joyce councelor.Eventual plans call for
was styled with a sabrina neck- He is now employed at the Denver man; Schutt and Veldman.
two more cabins and a service
school counselor, Minnie Bittner,
sgreed to immediate appointment Mlchmerhulienof Holland, Beverline and short sleeves. The skirt Post Office.
ly Davis and Timothy Fordham of building for
' ' g
{
of the committee.
The bride was feated at pre-nupfeatured a taffeta cummerbund, a
Next week's 4-H camp will conMissionary superintendent and bow at the back of the waistline tials given by Miss Orma Lucas,
Whether another 30-day delay Coopersville and Alvin Vissers of
Allendale. Cooks are Miss Kate tinue for three days, opening with
assistant,Elizabeth Rumfield of
and a scallopedhemline. An aqua Mrs. Kermeth Mannes, Mrs. Ray
would be agreeable to the Board Kelly of Conklin,Mrs. Anna Kienk a potluck supper for members sod
Sunfield and Mrs. Alice Griffin of
velvet crowTi embroidered with De Weerd. Mrs. Ed Langejans,
of Supervisors which meets Monand Mrs. Josephine Beuscbelof parents on Monday and closing
The Dodgers continued unbeaten
N Woodland;recreational
superin tenpearls held her chin-length veil. Mrs. Ted Westing, Mrs. Hillis Timday afternoonwas anybody's guess. Sparta. Mrs. Mildred Breems of Wednesday following the supper
after two games with a 17-13 ilugtien'. and assistant, Nathalie Nyhuis
She carried a bouquet of yellow mer. Mrs. Dale Reimink, Mrs. AlLast May 27 the county board Grand Haven teaches crafts and hour.
in
fest win over the Tigers and the
of Allegan and Jerry Riekels of carnations.Miss Donna Koster of lan Vanden Berg. Miss Donna Kosagreed to a 3(kJay delay to allow
Yankees moved into a second place
Muskegon; church activity and as- Spring Lake was bridesmaid. She ter and Miss Annette De Weerd.
City Council time to complete plans
tie
with
a
21-7
trouncing
of
the
sistant, Marvel Steinhoff of Adrian
GRAND
(Special)
Mr. and Mrs. Ray De Weerd enwore a gown identical to the maid
to transfercity-owned property at
10 Persons Pay Fines
Braves
Monday
morning
in
Midget
and Ruth Nichols of Sodus; Christertainedat a rehearsal party at After deliberatingfor a half hour,
of honor's.
Uth and River immediately south
Teague baseball.
tian Vocations, Rev. Albert H.
a
Circuit
Court
jury
Monday
afterFor Traffic Offenses t
Kenneth Mannes of Denver was their home June 19.
of City Hall but Council rejected
Schroeder, Bay City; evangelism
noon awarded the HartfordFire Duffy was the winning Dodger this plan 7 to 2. At that time. If
Verr. Hoffman, Holland; adult counZEELAND (Special) - Ten pen*
Insurance Co., subrogee of Mildred pitcher and Morris was charged the city hall site were not resolved,
selor, Rev. Seward Walton, Gilford.
P. Snyder, Grand Haven, a judg- with the loss. De Waard picked the board would revert to its plans
sons recently appeared and paid
of
Christian Citizenshipand assisment of $2,133 against Leo Too- up two hits for the winner* and for buildingthe branch facility on
fines for trafficviolations in Juries
tant. Rev. Robert Gibbs of Lake
A State Agriculture Department
good Following plaintiff* case, Eckstrandand Van Hui* had one the Little Netherlands site.
Egbert J. Boea’ court
each
while
Bob
Nicholson
had
Odessa and Marilyn White of Deteam
visited
Holland
Tuesdaydefendant made a motion for a
Since then, lease complications
Those appearing were Lloyd R*
three hits for the Tigers and Mark
troit; publicity
assistant,
looking for Dutch elm disease.
directed verdict of no cause for
Zimmerman, 58, of 730 160th Ave.*
Me
Carthy, two and Morris, one. ensued and Council voted not to
Marilyn Hansen of Hamilton and
However,
they
didn’t
find
any
action, and the decision was reThe defensivehighlight of the terminate the lease with the Tulip on the city-owned streetwayi, Holland, no Uoenae plato on front
Charles Lemmen of Holland; outserved oy the Court.
Time Board. In so doing, Council
The
resort season in Holland was land beach and the tennis courts
and speeding, $13.30; Jerald Lee
door poster chairman and assistant,
The suit involved an accident at game was a one hand catch by failed to revoke the offer of Little parka and cemeteries.
are a popular attraction with tourWells, 34, Ypsiianti, improper conthird baseman Morse of a line
Pearl Raak of Holland and Bette officially opened Saturday night
It
was
an
unusual
day
for
Lyan intersection of US-16 in the vilNetherlands, and technically the
naments during the summer.
drive by Morris.
Cole of Grand Rapids.
man
MoLouth
and
his assistant trol of car, $22; Heater Nyhof, 61,
with the formal dinner dance at
lage
of
Coopersville
Aug.
27. 1956.
TTie Wolverine stops at the WauBagladi threw a three-hitter In Board of Supervisors stiD could Mike Murphy. They explained that route 3, Holland, interferringwith
Leadership training, Rev. Elwood Macatawa Bay Yacht Club. About
kazoo Inn docks on a regular Plaintiff claimed that the Snyder beating the Brave* and was help- act on the jLIttleNetherlands offer
through traffic, involvingaccident,,
Dunn, Pontiac; Long Timers Super- 95 couples danced to the music of
Vote on the motion to appoint Hollanc was the first city they en- $12.30; Bernard Redder, route 6.
schedule to pick up passengers for car which had been deliveredon- ed by three hits each by Riemer*
intendent, Vern Boss, Lansing: per- Soc Sabin’s orchestra.
countered
that
was
free
of
any
ly
two
days
before
the
accident,
Lake cruises.
ma and Jim Nicholson. Den Uyl, the new committeecarried 7 to L signs of the tree-killing disease. Holland, red light, $9.30; John Kay
idicals and literature, James Betke,
Pink geraniums in black conEntertainers from all over the war struck by the Toogood car, Colton and Bagladi all made two Beltman dissenting. Beltman as
Lemson, 19, Grand Rapids, speedKalamazoo; editorsof Michigan tainers and pink candles were used country spend their vacations at after the latter car failed to stop
mayor pre tern had presided dur- And on top of that, McLouth said
Endeavor, Marian Brouwer of as decorationsfor the formal par- Waukazoo and perform for the for a stop sign. The Snyder car hits and Heydens and Scully, one ing the committee of the whole Holland's streetway and park land- ing, $10.30.
for the winners.
Hudsonville and Norman Vruggink ty. Commodore and Mrs. Hollis M.
scaping 'is the most beautiful I've Ruth Evelyn Tania, 27, Hudsonwas allegedly damaged beyond reguests and cottagers.
Bratt, Baker and Van Hemert session.
ville, red light, $15.30; Mooes Lee,
of Zeeland; state registrar, Ruby Baker were seated at the head
ever seen."
pair and the salvagei credit was
got the Braves’ hits. R. Prins wa*
table with their flag officersand
Hildreth, Muskegon.
MoLouth hid to condemn 17 25. Grand Rapids, no operator's
At Maple Shade resort near Port $800 Mrs. Snyder had a $50 deThe Rev. Earle Gates of Derby, wives. Vice Commodore and Mrs. Sheldon, activities have been going ductible policy with the Hartford the losinr pitcher.
trees on private property that license, $39.30;George Henry
N Y ., president of the Internation- Beach Gill and Rear Commodore on for the past few weeks with Co., which paid Mrs. Snyder Line scorer
were afflicted and he sent samples Vegter, 20, Hudsonville, Improper
R H E
al Society of Christian Endeavor, and Mrs. Wayne Barkwell.
of six more trees into the lab left turn, $7.30; Chester Earl Van
cottagers opening their summer $2,133, the value of the car, plus DpdRers ...... . 453 23-17 4 0
D? Weg4, 33, Grand Rapids, no licaddressed the evening asembly Mrs. Charles Kirchen entertain- homes as soon as childrenfinished the $800 salvage, or total of
in Lansing.
(Tigers ........... 225 13-13 6 4
Friday speaking on the convention ed a large party and Mr. and school.According to Mrs. William 933. The insurance company had
The inepectorssaid they encoun- ense plate and brake light $9-30;
R H
theme. vTake Time for Christ. Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren also Kesemperman, bookings are solid recovered the $800.
tered several cases in Grand Del Lee Campbell, 18, Northville,
Braves ........... 502 OO- 7 3
He urged a careful redistribution entertaineda large group. Canapes especiallyfor the July 4th holiday Followingthe verdict, counsel ”anks ........
Rapids, Hudsonville and Zeeland speeding, $64.30,
. 4103 4x— 21 14
ot time for a Christ-centeredlife were served at the club house pre- week.
A list of new postal rates effec- and were surprised when they
for the defense was given a 20-day
Standings:
Hot Springs National parte,
and said happiness is not the re- ceding the dinner by the social
stay to prepare a motion for a
W
L tive July 1 was released today by found Holland trees in such good which was established in Arsult of the pursuitof pleasure but committee. Mrs. Clarke Field, socondition.
They
credit
the
city’s
Postmaster Harry Kramer.
Reservations,which were slow in judgment, notwithstandingthe ver- Dodgers .....
0
the by-productof a life of love and cial chairman and Mrs. M. R. Bis- coming in, at most of the motels dict, of no cause of action.
New rate on registeredmail up spray program and advise pro- kansas in 1832, was the first in
Yanks
..................1
1
unselfishservice. “If a man is sell III, chairman for the dinner and other tourist accommodaperty owners to adopt some kind America.
to
$10 will be 50. cents.
Tigers ................ 1
1
too busy to go to church, he is and their husbands received guests tions are picking up and operaFor insured mail, rate to $10 of spray program to combat the BITUMINOUS CONCRETE
too busy," he said. He opined that along with the Commodore and tors are looking forward to putting Five Runs in Seventh
COURSE, GROUP BC-6:
is 10 cents; from $10.01 to $50, disease.
ON M-21 FROM 8th STREET
Uninjured in Crackup ;
the day is coming when Chris- flag officers.
First sign of the disease is when
20 cents, $50.01 to $100, 30 cents;
out the "No Vacancy" signs
HOLLAND. NORTHEAST, IN OTTAGive
Hitch
B
Loop
Win
Tables were set up on the west
tians may face martyrdom in this
leaves on trees wilt and turn WA COUNTY.
$100.01 to $200, 40 cents.
Some of the motels contacted inCar
a
Total
Wreck
porch
in
addition
to
the
dining
PROJECT: Mm 40-70012-00, a Group
country for their religion. “Fredom
Rate for certifiedmail will be brown.
clude Bush’s Motel on Us-31; Eagle
Holland Hitch stopped First NaBC-6
ql worship means freedom to wor- room. During the evening Commo- Drive Cabins; Riverside Motel on tional Bank, 5-2 in
The inspectorswill go into HolLegion
Jimmy
SanUago, 28. of 183 East 20 cents plus postage.
Net clawUicaUoa required tor this
dore
Baker
presented
his
flag
offiship. not freedom to neglect God,"
M-21; Speet’s Motel on US-31; Tu- league play Tuesday with five runs 16th St., was uninjured Wednes- Rate for money orders will be lano Township Thursday and they project i* 1 Cc
cers with pennants for their yachts.
Sealed propocal* for the construche said.
lip City Motel on M-21; Oak Grove in the top of the seventh inning. day when he lost control of hi' car 15 cent* up to $5; 20 cents from expect to return to the area later
tion or tttU project wiU be received
Rev. Gates was presented with a
Cabins on route 4; Sunnybrook
$5.0? to $10; 30 cents for orders this summer or early fall.
from contractor* having 1967 MichlA
dougle,
single,
a
hit
batter
and
and
ran
off
the
road
on
M-21
at
Across Lake Macatawa from the
*an State Highway Department prepair of .wooden shoes from the
Court on Lake Macatawa; Park four walks porduced the runs.
112th St. Police called his car a $10 01 to $100.
quaUfkatlon*, tn the Small AudiHolland convention committee at Macatawa Bay Yacht Club is the Villa Motel on Elm Drivel Central First National pulled off a triple total wreck.
Rate for return receipts show- Zeeland Resident
torium, Civic Center. Lan*lng, MichiBay
Haven
Yacht
Club
and
Mathe Friday supper in Hope Church.
gan, until 10 JO Am. Eastern StandPafk; and Lake Shore Cabins on play in the third inning. Jim Zee- According to police, Santiago ing to whom and when delivered
rina. Activities are also underway
ard Time on Tuesday, July 2, 1957
Lake Macatawa.
dyke
lined
ou
to
Kapenga
ip
left became confused when a car pulled is 10 cents, and the receiptshow- Dies at Age of 71
and will then and there be pubMdy
with a dance held on Saturday
Cool-Edge Inn on the Lake re- wno made a diving catch of the tc the stop at 112th St. He hit the ing to whom, when and address
opened and read. Proposals may be
Saddle Club Makes Plan
ZEELAND
(Special)
Henry
night and a Junior Yacht Club
ports a well-filled booking list for bal! and then fired to Masuga at brakes,skidded to the shoulder and where delivered is 35 cents. Re- Boelenr 71, died in his home at mailed to the Contract • Estimate
meeting Sunday. Adrian Komejan
Office, 715 Stevens T. Meson BldgFor Trail Ride July 13
the summer. The Mooring on the third, who touched third to catch went across 112th into a field. It stricted deliverywill cost 50 cents. 38 Taft St. Monday evening after Lansing,Michigan.
of Zeeland is Commodore this year.
The work will consist ot BKumjnThe Holland Western Saddle Other officersinclude Vice Com- north side of Lake Macatawa, with the runner going home. Then he was found that his driver's license
Special delivery fees for first an extended illness. He had reConcrete Wearing Course.
Club held its June meeting Mon- modore Carleton Bennett of Zee- activities as the feature attraction threw to Bouwman at second to had been revoked, and he was class mail will be 30 cents Instead tired after being manager of tke oui
Completion date for entire project
day evening at the De Witt offices land; Rear Commodore Vern Hew- also has a good reservationlist. get the man on his way to third. ticketed for driving without a of 20 cents. Parcels under two Michigan Ga* Co. in Zeeland for September 30, 1957.
The Department'sStandard Speciin Zeeland. A1 Kietzman, presi- er of Grand Ra^rids; secretary, Nearby to all these accommopounds will be 45 cents instead 27 years. He was a member of fication*
Schippa was the winning pitch- license.
(Current Edition), Ks curdem of the club, conductedthe William Robb of Grand Rapids; dations are the beaches, golf er while the loser was Fredricks. Judge Vander Meulen of Muni- of 35 cents, with correspondingly the Second Reformed Church.
rent Soil* Manuel, the plana for thka
courses and tennis courts in and Both pitcherstruck out 10.
project,the special provision* govbusiness meeting.
cipal Court semenced him to two larger fees for larger parcels.
treasurer,Arthur Swift of Grand
Surv.ving are the wife, Minnie; erning subletting and assigningthe
Results of an electionwere as Rapids. Directors include Dr. Gor- around Holland. With the July 4th
Special handling fees will cost four daughters, Mrs. Alvin Dirks e contract and the employment and
Line score:
davr in jail.
follows; Vice president,Keith don Striplin, John Dykstra and holiday only a few days away,
25 cent* for parcels not more than
of labor, and the proposal blanks
R H E
and Mrs. Alvin Risselada of Hol- use
(ail of which are essential parts of
Post: treasurer,Edith Knoll; ser- Jack Kronemeyer of Grand Rap- vacationerswill find Holland ready
twi, pounds.
Hitch ...... 000 000 5-5
4
3
land,
Mrs.
Melvin
Baron
and
Mrs.
the
contract)may be examined at
Visitors Attend Meet
to provide any type of relaxation
geant at arms, Mary Knoll.
Business reply mail will be two
First Nat’l . U0 000 0-2
3
3
ids; William De Jonge and Herm
Cornelius Blankesteyn of Zeeland the districtoffice of the Department
for
their
pleasure.
at Grand Ra^lda^Mlch^an, and at
Plans were made to hold a trail Tyink of Zeeland and Harold
cents plus the single regualr rate.
Of Unity Lodge 191
and several grandchildren.A son, the Michigan
ride Saturday, July 13, at 10:30 Greinke of Holland.
The postmaster said there has
lion, Lansing, Michigan,but may be
Gerald, died in 1933.
Marriage Licenses .
Forty members and guests, in- been no increase in other postage
a.rr. rain or shine. The group is
obtaned only
only at the of floe of the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bennett are Injured Boy Taken to
Contract - Estimate Engineer. 715
cluding representativesfrom Oak rates as yet
to meet at the Knoll property one chairmenof the dance committee.
Ottawa County
Stevens T. Mason Bldg* 7. Lanetoc,
mile south and 2% miles west of Mt-s. Jack Kronemeyer is publicity Grand Kapids Hospital
Justin Glenn Gebben, 21, route Park and Chicago, ,111.. Iowa, DeDrank Drivinf Appeal
Michigan, up to 5:00 PM. of theday
Gr&afschap.Trail boss will be chairman. Mr. and Mrs. Mearl Five-year-old Jerry Aalderink 1. Zeeland, and Linda Gail KaHc- troit and Spring Lake, attended the
prscadlngthe opentag of bid*, a fee
Barber
Nips
Smitty’s
Ends in Conviction
of three dollars will be charged for
Howard Knoll assiated by Hazel Marehall have made plans for chil- was transferredto Blodgett Hosp- man. 18, Holland; Howard Mar- sperialinitiation meeting of Unity
turntehtaKplans or proposal Nanks,
Knoll. The noon lunch will be in dren’s events and Mrs. William ital in Grand Rapids with severe vin Vander Jagt, 21, route 1, Con- Lodge, 191, F and A M Saturday With Run in Last Frame
will not be refunded.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) which
Full cooperationin carrying out
chuck wagon style and prepared De Jonge, Sr. is in charge of wom- head injuries incurred in a car- klin, and Karen Leona White, 18, evening Ih the lodge hall.
After
deliberating a little more the special proviaiona will be reby Mra. John Kleis and Mre. en’s events. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin bicycle accident Tuesday after- Coopersville;John De Laurier.Jr., Amon^ the guests was Everett
E. Barber moved into a tie
than an hour Thursday, a Circuit quired. Minimum wage paid to labor
Henry De Ridtler. Everyone is in- Larsen are in charge of log races noon.
21, and Rotella Smith, 20, both of Willardof Oak Park, a retired pro- for second place Monday night
employed on this contract shall be
Court jury found Jesse Taylor Rice. as outilned in the proposal.
vited to come.
and rendezvous.
His sister, Carol Lou Aalderink. Nunica; Odie David, 36, Holland, bate officerin the juvenile court with an S-7 win over Smitty's BevCertified or Caahier'aCheck.
47, Marne; guilty of drunk driving.
Club shirts were decided and the
The club is concentratingon chil- 14 operating the bicycle on which and Angeline Bruischart,30, route in Oak Park, who spoke about ju- erage in B League Legion play.
Bank Money Order, or Certificate©?
The
court
has
set
June
25
as
date
Deposit, propertyendorsed, on an
club colors were chosen as light dren’s activitiesthis year, the Jerry was riding, was treated at 6. Holland: Melvin Koster, 21. and venile delinquency in that area. Hearings singledin the bottom of
open, solvent bank. In the sum of
In charge of work in degrees the fifth and scored on a single for disposition.
blue and white. The next meeting third year of operations. Among Holland Hospital for leg injuries Ardith Wyrick, 18, both of Holland;
5500.00. payable to John C
Rice appealed a justice court State
will be held Monday, July 29, at the excellentfacilities are a pri- and released. They are children William Liefer. 24, Muskegon was Richard Martin, past master by Van Rhee for the winning run.
Highway Commlssta
accompany each proposal
Otrawa Beach with Juanita Ver- vate swimming beach, pool, res- of James H. Aalderink, 336 Heights, and Karen DeWitt, 20, of the local group. The business Farabee of Barber homered and convictionto the h gher ourt.
checks
will tx
Tried before a jury in Justice
route 1, Spring Lake; Ray Latham. meeting followed a dinner held in tripled. Beagle, the winning pitchburg and Keith Post in charge of taurant, locker rooms and junior North Division.
after the blddin
Lawrence
DeWitt’s
court
March
lowest bidder i
er. alio tripled. King, the losing
refreshments. New members who yacht club facilities.
According to police the children 20. and Ella M. Monhollon, 19. both the hall.
until execution
joined tt
the group at the Monday
were injured when Carol rode her of Holland; Rudolph Sokolowski,
pitcher, doubled for S m
1 1 y'
s. 26, 1657, alter 20 minutes deliberacontract to t
A dance sponsored by St Francis bicycle in front of a car driven 22, Spring Lake, and Marilyn De
By frequentlymoving the area* Beagle has a 2-0 pitching record tion, he was found guilty and vwas Department
1 meeting were Mrs. John Kleis,
sentenced to pay $75 fine, $20.94
the right la .reserved to aitaatf
in which cattle can obtain salt, and King. 0-2.
Mar> and John Kleis and Harold de Sales Church will start off the by Mrs. Clara Voilink,of Box 94, Witt. 21„ route 1. Spring Lake.
or all
costs and serve five days in counmodern ranches persuade their Lane score:
Knoll.
season at Waukazoo Inn on the Hopkins. Carol said that she waitIn a thunderstorm, only one In herds to graze where the grass is
After the business meeting re- North side of Lake Macatawa this ed for a truck to pass, and then
R H E ty jail Rice was arrested by defreshment* were served by Mary Friday. June 28. The resort oper- started across the street without nine potential raindropsreaches lushest, thus assuring proper Smitty’s ......... 123 01- 7 4 1 puty Robert Heyboer March 2 an
the approaching car.
ated by Syl Paulus has a
the ground. The rest Evaporate.
Barber ...... 206 01— • 7 0 US-16 in Wright township.
feeding.
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living With American Students

VFW

Drill

HOLUND CITY NEWS,

Team

Interesting By Pakistani

KohamBMd Axhar AH Khma
Two days after arriving in Ann
Arbor I shifted to East Quadrangle under arrangementsmade
by the department* of journalism

Wins State Hoior

member is George Klelnja
from

ladies

employment The

31 years of

Zeeland
Two young

Found

THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 1957

south-

eastern Ottawa County were
among the 370 seniors and 17
graduate studentsreceiving de-

third

is, Taft

St, who has been with the Miller
firm for the last 25 years. As a
token of appreciation for faithful
service,the company announced it
will provide each of the three veteran employees his choice of either
3300 worth of new furniture, or $300
in cash to be used for a vacation
trip. Kletnjans haar indicated that
he will probablyaccept the trip
offer, while Meyer and Blauwkamp
have not made up their minds.

ceiving degrees at the 98th annual
commencement ex e r c I s e s at
Wheaton College,last week. Hazel
Walcott, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Walcott, 47 Madison
of the University. Ave., and Maxine Louise NyenI have beard a great deal of
in conjunction with the VFW De- huis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Oriental hospitality and of western
partment of Michigan convention Arnold Nyenhuis of Hudsonville Julius F. Schipper,presidentcoldness.In East Quadrangle, howroute 2, both received bachelor of
in Grand Rapids.
elect and George Van Eenenaam,
ever, I found most of the boys
It was a distinct honor for the arts degrees in education.Miss Incoming secretary of the Zeeland
friendly,courteous and well-belocal unit which has practiced ex- Walcott is a member of the Chi Rotary Club, attended a district
haved. I wish more foreign stuSigma Theta honor society, the El- Rotary Conference In Petoskey last
tensivelyfor competition.,
dents in Ann Arbor, instead of mixPersons interested in adopting
Because of the cloudburst the ementary Teachers’ Gub, and the Monday and Tuesday.They were
ing only with their own groups, the baby found in a mailbox Tuesevent was switched from House- Future Teachersof America. She accompaniedon the trip by their
would live with American stuman Field to the Civic Auditorium. transferredto Wheaton from Hope wives.
day are going to have to wait,
dents. This leads to an interesting
^The Post 2144 unit has been in CoUege in 1955. Miss Nyenhuis’ Mr. and Mri. H. C. Dickman of
exchange of ideas and thus to bet- Kenneth Bosman, Juvenile Welcampus activities includedmem- Lincoln Ave., attendedthe comexistence for about five years and
fare Agent of Ottawa county, said
ter understanding.
not only participatesin parades bership in Chi Sigma Theta, Phil- mencement exercises at the UniPaul E. Rled
athean Literary Society, Future versity of Michigan last Saturday.
One thing that disappointed me today.
and competitions but also acts as
Teachers of America, and the Among the graduates was their
a great deal was the inadequate Bosman, whose job is to look
a firing squad for militaryfunerals
French Gub. She transferred to
understanding East Quadrangleafter the county children, outlined Hope Professor Gets
—when families of deceased veter- Wheaton from the Allegan County son-in-law, Daniel Urones, who
boys bad of the international the procedure that is followed Call to University
was awarded a master of arts deans request this service. *
Normal School in 1954. Miss Nyenscene. That is true, I think, of before a baby is formally given
The team includes Martin Kole, huis was among a select group of gree. On Sunday they visited Mr.
most Americans. This is to be de- for adoption.
and Mrs. Willard Springer and the
Paul E. Ried, an instructorin Robert Beckman, William Ten
students who were graduated with
plored because, deeply involved In
Rev. and Mrs. R. Eshmeyer in
First, in this case, the child will speech for the past two years at Brink, James Wojahn, Don Japings high honors at the commenceworld affairs, America is the last
Lansing. Mrs. Springer and Mrs.
be at the hospitalfor a complete Hope College,has accepted an ap- Don Venderhill,John Matchinsky, ment
country that can shut Hs eyes to
Dickman are sisters and Mr. Dickphysical checkup and dbservation.pointment to the Denison Univer- Gifford Dengler. Bemie De Wys,
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon De Free man and Mrs. Eshmeyer are
world events. A war in Korea, the
sity
faculty
in
a
similar
position.
That's likely to take two more
Frank Oudlemolen. Clarence Kuhl- are visiting their parents,Mr. and
invasion of Egypt, overthrow of
brother and sister.
days, Bosman qouted Dr. Peter He will take over' his new duties man and Ben Cuperus.
Mrs. Adrian De Pree on South
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Nienhuis
governmentselsewhere— these are
MacArthur of Grand Haven, as in Granville,Ohio. Sept 1.
Drill sergeant and commander is Centennial.
The couple had seven sons and
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Nlenhuis obevents that can profoundly affect
Prof. Ried is a Navy veteran Harold Barr. When acting as a
saying.
Mrs. Clara Madderom of East Mock Orange on Duplay served their 57th wedding anni- three daughters,of whom five sons
the American people. As leaders
From the hospital, the child will and a native of Cuyahoga Fall, burial squad the unit is in charge Central Ave. is visitingrelatives
and two daughters are still living.
of the non-Communistworld, AmAt Holland Library
versary Tuesday quirtly at their
in New Jersey.
be
turned over to an approved Ohio. He received a B.A. degree of Watson Lundie.
They are George of Beaverdam,
ericans need to be better informed
in 1951 from Baldwin Wallace ColBen Cuperus is commander of Leaders who judged and partici- Tree or shrub of the week at home on State St. four miles south Henry of Grand Rapids, Albert,
than they seem to be at present. boarding home in the county. lege where he majored in spech.
pated in the achievement days this Holland Public Library this week ol Zeeland.
There *re about 30 such licensed
the local VFW post.
Ben and Harry and Mrs. Earl
Some in East Quadranglewere
spring, were honored with a ban- is the mock orange or PhiladelMr. Nienhuis, who will be 79 in (Marie) Nienhuis, all of Holland,
homes in the county where aban- He earned his master’s degree in
completely indifferent to what was
speech and dramatics at Ohio
quet sponsored by the 4-H at Van phus. The Holland Garden Gub August, has lived on the same farm and Mrs. Kenneth (Jeanette)
doned, maladjusted, or neglected
Two Persons Pay Fines
going on. But there were others
State University in 1954.
Raalte’s Restaurant.About 40 lead- is supplying this display as a pub- al1 his life. Mrs. Nienhuis has liv- ‘Hoeve of Oakland. There are 19
children are placed by the Juvewho desiredto know more. We had
Prior to coming to Hope College In Grand Haven Court
ers met and discussed the 4-H pro- lic service.
nile Court.
ed there all her married life. She grandchildrenand eight great
frequent discussionsand one
in 1955, Ried taught public speakgram.
grandchildren.
"Atlas” is the largest flowered will be 73 in September.
Youngsters
are
placed
in
boardnight, during the Egyptian crisis,
ing at Ohio State and directed GRAND HAVEN (Special) Three veteran employeesof the of the mock oranges. Most of this
I went to sleep three hours after ing homes so they can be properly dramaticsat Riverside Methodist
Mrs. Florence Newman, 49, Grasd Herman Miller Furniture Co. were family of shrubs are fragrant and
cared for, observed, and made to
route 1, Spring Lake; Stuart
midnight.
Church in Columbus,
Rapids, paid 315 fine and 35.10 honored last Thursday evening at are grown for the two weeks of Marriage Licenses
Vander Lee, Jr., 22, Spring Lake,
Life in the dormitory had its feel at home. Normally only two
costs in Municipal Court Monday a dinner held in the Tulip Room fragrant bloom only since they
Ottawa County
and Donna Carol Brouwer, 23,
lighter side. One day I was sitting children are placed in each house
on a drunk and disorderlycharge. of the Warm Friend Tavern in have no other season of interest Russell Vander Woude, 32, Zeeso
the
maximum
attention
can
be
Grand Haven. Allen Kraal, 21,
in my room, reading, when the
She was arrested in a car by city Holland. They have retired from The most common variety "Vir- land, and Jennie De Boer, 27, Holroute 1, Zeeland, and Betty Boeve,
buzzer rang and I went to the given each child.
police on Harbor Ave.. near the active work and have given an ag- ginalis" grows to nine feet, is erect land; Charles De Feyter, 23. Hoi-1 22, Holland; Albert L. Gdl, 21,
While
the
child
is
at
the
boardtelephone booth outside the room.
gregate of 92 j'ears of service to and like "Atlas" belongs in the land, and Bernice Austhof, 20,
Oval Inn Sunday.
route 1, Nunica, and Sandra
When I returned and opened the ing home, the Court tries to locate
Thomas Patrick Larkin, 21, the company. Oldest of the three backgroundof the border. There route 1, Zeeland; David Rumsey, Humphreys,18, Fruitport;Fay
doors of my room, I was sur- its parents and their motive is
in
point
of
years
of
service
is
21.
Holland,
and
Sarah
Ann
Van
Grand Rapids, paid 325 fine and
are several other varieties of low
George, 18, route 2, Spring Lake,
prised to see a dog, standing right abandoning him or her.
Den Berg, 18. route 4. Holland; and PatriciaLannin, 17, Spring
55.10 costs in the same court Mon- Jacob Meyer, West Me Kinley, growing fragrant flowers.
in front of the door, looking ex- Bosman points out that someday. on
disorderlyconduct who completed 36 years as an em- Most of the shrubs and trees Roy A. Hanna, Jr., 28. Grand Lake.
times parents, after abandoninga
pectantly at me.
to Minnie Geerts et al Pt. SW14 charge. He was picked up at the ployee of the firm before his re- described are found in the Garden Rapids, and Mary C. Clark, 18,
"Welcome, my friend,” I said child, desperately want him back
NEK 19-5-14 City of Zeeland. state park early SAaturday morn- tirement. Next in line in point Gub booklet "Planting for Per- Grand Haven.
to him. "Too bad I can’t offer you again and, in such a case, it is
Minnie Geerts et al to Donald ing. Two other boys with Larkin of service is Gerrit Blauwkamp, manence," available at the liJerry R. Frifeldt, 22, Spring Bituminous is the technical
usually
best
to
restore
the
child
a drink for my religion prohibits
DeBruyn
&
wf.
Pt. Lot 6 Blk 1 got away.
Lake,
and Ellen M. Jeffery, 19, n^me for. soft coal.
South
Maple
St., who has given brary.
liquor. I can’t offer you a cigaret to them.
City of Zeeland.
If
the
parents
don’t
want
the
either, because I don't smoke. But
William Kuiper to Martin J.
if you would care to lit down, child, they file a statement giving
Kramer
& wf. NEK NEK 15-5-14
why I should be glad to talk to the Juvenile Court adoption juris- Twp. Zeeland.
diction.
you. Now, what would you like to
Albert J. Kapenga & wf. to RayIf the parents of a lost child
discuss—the Suez issue or the
mond H. Darbee & wf. NK
are
not
found,
the
Court
appoints
Hungarianquestion?"
EKWKNEK 36-5-15 Twp. Holland.
My friend, however, was not fa- a guardian— usually Bosman. He George Raterink & wf. to Henry
vorably inclinedto spend his val- signs a petition allowing the Court K. Dolfin & wf. Pt. NK NEK 9uable time with xat. He cast a to give away the child for adop- 5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
pitiful glance at me— for which I tion.
The child usually stays in a Norman John Bos to Rodger J.
don’t blame him— and walked, out
boarding
house for three months Brinks & wf. Pt. NWK NEK 31I didn’t insist on his staying.
5-15 City of Holland.
before being given to a family.
"Come again,” I said.
S. Franklin Logsdon & wf. et al
That
is
the
normal
period
required
Later in the day, when I was
to Robert G. Vander Hooning &
sitting , out in the lounge, a boy to study a child.
wf. Pt. Lots 5, 6 Blk A R.H.Post’s
who lived next door to me, If a child is to be given away, Park Hill Add. City of Holland.
called out: "You had good com- prospectiveparents are interview- Leonard J. Vanden Bosch & wf.
p&y, Azhar, today.” "Yes, indeed, ed and their backgroundstudies. Floyd Ter Haar & wf. to Harry
I had. Your friend sure lost his They file a petition and the select- E. Volkers & wf. Pt. SEK SEK
way. Did be ever get to see you." ed parents are given the child's 10-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
A current misimpression abroad custody.But for one year the fam- Peter DeKock A wf. to George
is that the Americans have, no ily is kept under close scrutiny A. Van Koevering A wf. Pt.
principals, that they are often in- by the Court to find if the child NEK 24-5-15 City of Zeeland.
decently clad, and that they think and the family are getting along
Jacob Van Den Bosch & wf. to
only of bank robberies, cowboys well. If this is the case, then after Chester P. Van Den Bosch Pt.
and pin-ups. This is apparently due a year the adoption is made for- Lots 5, 6 Pyl and Buwalda’sAdd.
FOR QUALITY
to certain types of American mov- mal.
City of Zeeland.
Drugs - Cosmetics
Films
Each year, Bosman says the Gerrit M. Van K^mpen & wf. to
ies shown abroad. In the East
STUDIO & PHOTO SUPPLY
Quad I found most persons well- Juvenile Court receives 100 to 120 Henry Palmbos & wf. SEK NWK
VISIT OUR FOUNTAIN
653 MICHIGAN AVE.
7 West 8th
Hollend
dressed. They wouldn’t let you in requests from the county residents 9-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Air Cbnditioned
(1
Block South of HospitaU
. the dining room if you weren’t for adopted children.
Portraits ond Cameras
Henry Palmbos & wf. to Julius
BOOK STORE .
Bunts’s
Last year the Court was able G. Kamphuis & wf. SEK NWK 9and
dressed properly.
DEVELOPING ond PRINTING
ONLY THE BEST
48 EAST 8TH STREET
54 Eeat 8th St. Phene EX 6-6511
We Give S & H Green Stomps
In Karachi, Pakistan, my friend. to place only about 15 children in 5-15 Twp. Holland.
IN FRESH MEATS
A1 Carter told me not to be op- Ottawa homes for adoption. Be- Robert G. Vander Hooning ft wf.
timisticabout. American girls in cause the Court cannot meet the to Beatrice Ekstrand Pt. Lot 25
PRODUCE
Michigan, "Four out of five Amer- demands for adopted children, Harrington, Westerhof ft Kramer’s
Barbecued Chicken, Spore Ribs,
ican girls are pretty, The fifth goes many parents turn to social and Add. No. 2, Holland.
Drugs and Cosmstics
other agencies for the children ' Arthur L Hazzard ft wf. to Ralph
OutboardMotors
to Ann Arbor,”
Horn ond Pork Roast
Photo Finishing
YOUR WALGREEN AGENCY
Authorized
Consequently, I didn’t expect to they seek.
Quality
Fast Service
Dokter ft wf. Pt. Lots 12, 13 ChamOpen Every Day • o.m. to 6 p.m.
So easy to stop— So easy to shop
SALES and SERVICE
see Marilyn Monroes, Elizabeth Not all children who come in ber of Commerce Sub City of HolModel Drug Store
DU SAAR PHOTO
Thurs. end Frl. Until 9 p.m.
S13 W. 17th
. Taylors, or Audrey Hepburns at the custody of the Court are found land.
We give S&H Stamps
and GIFT SHOP
the Universityof Michigan. I was in mailboxes, Bosman explained. Gerrit A. Nykamp to Arthur G.
60 East 8th Street
Corner Ith ft River Ph. IX 44707
Across from Worm Friend Tevera
convinced,on the other hand, that The Court learns of a neglected Nykamp ft wf. EK EK NWK 32variety of 5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
girls here would stronglyresemble youngsterthrough
Pandit Nehru, Marshall Bulganin, sources— the police, health or fire Glenn Bouwens ft wf. to William
G.E. ElectricalAppliancei
Anthony Eden, Secretary of State departments, citizens,and social Vanden Bosch ft wf. Lot 5 BuPRESCRIPTIONS — DRUGS
Dulles, General Franco and Mr. agencies.
BottledGos Service
walda’s Add. City of Zeeland.
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY
Khrushchev. I was quite surprised, Sometimes parents are prosecu- HilbertFlokstra ft wf. to George
Service On All Appliances
CAMERA SUPPLIES
7 A.M. to 10 P.M.
therefore,when, to my delight, I ted for "criminal neglect" or F»okstra ft wf. Pt. NWK 10-5-15
All Types of Electric Wiring

The Henry Walters Veterans of
Foreign Wars Post 2144 drill team
of Holland, won first place in competition with other units at the
Pageant of Drums, held Saturday

Baby Adoption
Procedure Told
By County

.

Man

Ottawa County
Real Estate
Transfers

a

WK

WK

Miscellaneous

—

Photo Supply
HERFST

Books

Food

Food

GROCERIES

IGA Food Basket

Drugs

St.

MEATS

Pharmacy

VERETABLES

AND

SCOTT ATWATER

WEST SIRE
FOOD MARKET

KODAKS
—

MAIN AUTO SUPPLY

a

Restaurants

MEYER’S BAR-B-Q
& SUPER MARKET

Auto Service

saw that the girls in Ann Arbor "abandonment" of children. But Twp. Zeeland.
Essenburg Electric Co.
bore no marked resemblance to this is done by the prosecuting Ernest L. Wanrooy ft wf. to
any of the gentlemen mentionedattorney for the county and not by Hermarwin CorporationPt. NW- 50 West 8th St. Phone EX 6-8774
above. In fact, some of them were the court.
frlK NWfrlK 31-5-15 Twp. Holland.
pretty from my standardswhile
The Juvenile Court files a for- Russell Michmershuizenft wf. to
Complete Line of
many were attractive.
mal petition before flinging the John DeJonge ft wf. Lot 27 Legion
youngster.The Court's other jobs Park Sub. Twp. Holland.
Canvas, Metal and
include keeping a watch ondelinAlbert Buter ft wf. to Wilbur A.
FiberglassAwnings
Grind Haven Man Seeks
mantle of Its protection on a Van Dokkumburgft wf. Lot 17
• Boat Covers
youngster.The Court’s other jobs Central Sub. City of Holland.
$4,613 From Carafe
HOLLAND
AWNING CO.
include keeping a watch on delinFrank Parsh ft wf. to J e s s 1 e
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - quents on probation,trying to re- Brouwer Lots 99-101 Inc. Chippewa 204 I. 8th St. Phone EX 2-2043
Suit has been filed in the Ottawa habilitate and help needy young- Resort, Twp. Park.
Circuit Court by Graham E. Estell, sters. and finding and licensing Sena Plaggemars to Elmer
605 Madison St, Grand Haven, boarding homes.
Plaggemarsft wf. Lots 3. 4 Heideseeking 64,613.96 from Carl Berg,
The Juvenile Court, a division ma Bros. Sub. City of Holland.
Peoples Stale Bank
doing business as Carl's Pontiac of the Probate Court, has a staff
Ada Van Dyke to Ferro Cast
Garage in Grand Haven.
off three: Judge Frederik T. Corporation Pt. SEK 18-5-14 Twp
A Convenient and Friendly
Fttell claims he purchased a Miles, Bosman, and Miss Evelyn Zeeland.
place to do your banking.
1957 oar from defendant April 5, Bolks, Children's Worker and Girl’s
Gordon DeJonge ft wf. to John
Deposits insured to 310,000
1957, and that on May 28. 1957, Probation Officer.
Vander Woude Lot 59 Huizenga
wilh 3,687 miles on the vehicle, the
Bosman feels that the Court at Sub. No. 2. Twp. Holland.
car required service; that during present is acting under a major
the repair, repairmenabused the handicap— the lack of a children’s American carpets are truly Infenders and put in about 18 dents home" where youngsters can be ternational.It is possible for a
and that the repair work failed to detained, if necessary. Such de- single carpet to contain fibers
f
remedy the difficulty. Estell also tention,Bosman says, is necess- from Argentina, New Zealand,
u« su-MHesi tew
claims that defendant told plaint- ary" to protect a youngster from Iran. India, , Scotlandand North
bulk or Bottlec
iff it will not service the car even himself and from society— and to Africa since the wool produced in
' NIES IP GAS CO.
if it breaks down completely and protect society fromt he young- these countries stands wear betPhene IX 6-8833
becomes isolated out of town.
ster.
ter than athat from U.S. sheep.
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AUTO GLASS SERVICE
AUTO TOPS
INTERIOR TRIM

Wade Drug
13th ft

Meple

Co.

BOAT UPHOLSTERY

2 Local Explorer Scouts Will Attend

Jamborees and

Visit Foreign

Nations

HEADQUARTERS

I

AUT0T0P

and

6-6221

161

Phone ED

Control

GIFTS
HOUSEWARES,

Breakfast

HARDWARE

WE NEVER CLOSE
Downtown
PHONE

Dry Cleaning

MAPLEWOOD
DRY CLEANERS

—

3 HOUR SERVICE
No Extra Charge

2 HOURS FREE PARKING

t

141

with the Rurchese of

Knipa'i Standard Sanrice

Florists

Seventh end Control

r h i

FLORISTS

nT s

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Member

"AUTOS BOUGHT & SOLD"

—

FloristsTelegraph
Delivery Association

211 L 16th St. Phnne EX 2.26S2

Ph.

EX 2-2406

Air Conditioning

LAKE MICHIGAN

KEN RUSSELL

66

66
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Miscellaneous

SAVE
PRICES

EVERY
•

J

&

TwTs

DAY

O GREEN STAMPS,

• DOUBLE STAMPS
EVERY WEDNESDAY
Jobbers Oallel
River Ave. et

Sfatfh

Quality Meats

COMMERCE

and

Tourist

—

Traveler

Let

Vacation Time

You don't have to miss out on the
hometown news when you are
vacatiorfinf.Well reserve them
at our office for you. When you
return, the newsboy will deliver
them at the regular home delivery
rate of 30c a week. Or you can
have the Sentinel mailed to your
vacation address for 50c a week.

for

Groceries
FRESH
VEGETABLES

Headquarters

at

NABER'S

HOLLAND
CHAMBER OF

Information

Your
Local Newspaper
STANDARD SERVICE
Go With You

RUSS'
LIMITS

!

St.

E. 32nd

Deliver

10 feHpni feaelint

Across from Russ’ Drive In

TEMPERATURE

5-5300 We

• LOW

19 W. 8th St. Phone EX 2-958S

EX 6-4688

Rd., Holland

Lunch — Dinners

Service

Phone EX 2-2873

Drive-Ins

—

AIR CONDITIONED

TEERMAN’S

ROAD SERVICE

Two local ExplorerScouts will The boys will leave Valley Forge While crossing the Atlantic the
leave July 7 on a two - month on July 21 aboard a train for boys will also see motion pictures
Scouting expeditionwhich will take Quebec, where they will board the of the places they will visit in
them to two Jamborees and four M. V. Fairsea, the vessel Which Europe. Instructionwill be given
will take them- down the St. Law- on how to act and what to say
foreign countries. Fred
Vusse and Gary Hieftje will be the rence waterway and across the while vihiting a foreign land as
two local representatives on the Atlantic Ocean.
"ambassadorsof good will."
ON OTTAWA BEACH ROAD
Pack up thi Family
tour to celebrate the 50th anniver- Landing at Plymouth,England,
Following the Jubilee,Fred and
ond Serving the Woukazoo
sary of Scouting in the worid.
on July 30, the United States con- Gary will be among a group to
and drive over to
and Ottawa. Beach Area
Gary and Fred will meet other tingent will be whisked to Sutton make a two-day tour of London
PHONE ID 5-54IS
Jubilee Scouts from Region 7 at Park, Warwickshire to participateincluding a visit to Buckingham
Glenview Naval Air Station,Dl.. in the World Jubilee Jamboree. Palace. On Aug. 15 they will travEAST
HOLUND
leaving on July 8 by motor coach There they will camp with Scouts el by boat train to Lucerne and
All
Steak
Hamburgs
- Molteds
for Washington. D.C., and then to from 60 free nations of the world. then on to Venice for a day of
the National Jamboree at Valley Language differences will pose sightseeingby gondola.•
Forge, Pa., in time for the opening no major problems since the
A few days later will find the •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a
Scouts will receive daily lessonson boys in Rome visiting the Vatican
on July 13.
At Valley Forge the Explorers board ship in a special language and other sights of interest. The
It is a mix- followingdays they will visit Genwill join 1,642 other boys and lead- called "Jamboreeze.”
ers of the Jubilee contingem. Dur- ture of English and foreign words oa and Nice, finallyarriving in
ing the National Jamboree,Scouts with a heavy sprinkling of sign Paris on Aug. 23. After visiting
Air Conditioning
Air
from foreignlands will camp with language. To master it the boys Versailles, they will sail from Le
We Service What We Sell
each Troop of boys going to the will have to go in for a few basic Havre for a nine day voyage which
Water
Jubilee to help them prepare for lessons in German, French, and will get them to New York City
228 Pine Ave. Phene EX 4-8*02
Italian.
by Sept. 4.
the internationalexperience.

Vande

1116 Ottawa Beach
ENJOY
Organ Music nt Dinner Hours

Upholstery Service
Phene EX

Good selectionof National Brands
new and used vacuum cleaners
Serviceon ell mekei.
366 8.
Phene EX 2.2700

Ith

VEGETABLES

and

Gifts

SHADY LAWN
VACUUM CLEANER

• LUNCHES
• FOUNTAIN SERVICE
• MEATS, GROCERIES

Phene EX 2-9364

as well os
Full line

Informationon
Wholesala

• Retail

and Manufacturing

•

off

FROZEN
FOODS
Plenty of Perking Spec#
Convenient location

at your

CIVIC CENTER

North River ft Lakewood Blvd.

Pine at 8th

$

Free Perking— 383 Automobiles

PHONE

EX 2-2319
V

FOR SPACE

Laundry
IN

THIS DIRECTORY

FLUFF DRY

LAUNDRY
Some Day

Service

MAPLEWOOD

Phoiw EX 2-2311

DRY CLEANERS
148 E. 32nd, St. Ph. EX 2-2406

